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Countryside :: a letter to readers

FROM THE  

EDITOR

Hello all! 
We at Countryside have created this special 

issue consisting of good ol’ homesteading hacks. 
After all, who can’t use a good hack now and 
then? These are some of our favorites and we 
hope they’ll become some of yours too. 

Need an easy-to-build chicken coop plan? Check out 
page 42 for the perfect plan to house six to 12 birds! 

If you’ve got an abundance of mosquitos around 
your homestead, there are plants you can grow that 
will naturally repel those pesky bloodsuckers. 

Other pesky summer insects are wasps. Their painful 
stings can put a damper on your outside activities. 
We have natural home remedies for wasp stings that 
will get you back on track before you know it. 

Of course, not all insects are pests. Now is the time 
to give your honey bees and other pollinators access to 
water that isn’t your neighbor’s pool! We’ll show you 
how easy it is to build a bee-friendly watering station. 

There are so many more helpful homesteading 
hacks in this special issue. We hope you enjoy it and 
refer to it often when in need of a helpful hack! 

Do you have hacks you use around your homestead? 
We’d love to hear them. You may share them by  
writing to: 

Countryside Homesteading Hacks 
P.O. Box 566 
Medford, WI 54451 
Or email: editor@countrysidemag.com 

Ann Tom 
Editor, Countryside
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homesteading :: firewood management

FIREWOOD MANAGEMENT 101

WOOD-SPLITTING TOOLS have enabled 
homesteaders to survive and thrive for 
centuries. Just like many of today’s tools 

we use on the homestead, there have been some 
marked improvements since the days of yore. 
Today, the modern homesteader has lots of options 
available to them, thanks to newer technology.

WOOD-SPLITTING TOOLS
Many people still believe that axes are the best way 

to split wood, and they may be right, but it’s not the 
best way for everyone. If you’re young, able, and can 
do for a quality workout, then perhaps splitting wood 
the old-fashioned way is the best way for you. If, how-
ever, you don’t have the time, inclination, or physical 
ability, you really should evaluate other options.

HAND TOOLS
The quintessential wood-splitting tools — the axe 

and maul — are still a viable way of splitting wood. You 
can find them in their utmost of classic forms, and you 
can find them with updated handles and head designs, 
but in the end, they’re still just an axe and maul.

A good, sharp axe will serve any homesteader 
well, and every homestead should have one, even if 
you prefer to use more modern wood-splitting tools. 

Even with today’s hydraulic splitters, 
the humble axe still has its place.

BY  
JEREMY CHARTIER
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“The greatest fine art of the future will be the making of a comfortable living from a small piece of land.” — Abraham Lincoln

Likewise, a proper maul gives you 
the heft and head weight to tackle 
some big species of wood that 
your axe may not handle. There 
is a time and place for both these 
tools, but unless you’re a glutton 
for punishment, I don’t suggest 
using them as your exclusive 
method of wood-splitting.

HYDRAULIC SPLITTERS
If you heat solely with firewood 

or have a stove that consumes 
large amounts of wood, such 
as a wood-burning cookstove, 
then you will surely tire of using 
manual wood-splitting tools in a 
hurry. Aside from expensive, fully 
automated firewood processors, 
the now-common hydraulic 
wood-splitting tools of today 
are definitely your best bet.

INDEPENDENT HYDRAULICS
Almost every large farm, tool, or 

hardware store now sells hydraulic 
log splitters. These splitters fea-
ture a gasoline engine or electric 
motor to power a hydraulic pump, 
which in turn actuates a hydraulic 
piston. This piston crushes lengths 
of wood between a wedge and 
flat anvil surface, making it split. 
Depending on the moisture content 
and type of wood you’re splitting, 
this splitting may be sudden and 
violent, or slow and controlled.

GASOLINE-FIRED SPLITTERS
Independent hydraulic wood 

splitters are very popular and for 
a good reason. Most of them can 
tow behind a truck or car, which 
makes them easy to transport. 
Many people who split wood like 
to do the splitting some distance 
away from the house, either next 
to a storage shed or where the 
tree fell. Having a mobile and 
independent wood splitter lets you 
wander afar to split your wood.

Small gasoline engines emit high 
levels of carbon monoxide, which 

means you must operate them 
outside. Without proper ventilation, 
you risk carbon monoxide poison-
ing, which will make you sick and 
can easily (and quickly) kill you.

Another issue with small gasoline 
engines is the noise they emit. 
Exposure to loud engine noises can 
cause serious long-term hearing 
loss, so be sure to wear hearing 
protection. Even if you wear hearing 
protection, the droning sound 
will eventually wear on you, your 
neighbors and fellow residents.

ELECTRIC DRIVEN SPLITTERS
If you split your wood next to 

a woodshed with electricity, or 
near your house, you can consider 
an electric log splitter. The vast 
majority of electric log splitters are 
slow and feature a marginal tonnage 
rating (the amount of force it can 
exert to split your wood, expressed 
as tons of pressure). These typically 
small units are okay for low volume 
splitting and may work for someone 
who burns wood occasionally, 
but someone who burns a lot of 
wood should look elsewhere.

There are exceptions to this rule, 
however. Some high-end, high-dol-
lar electric log splitters can be found 
with force ratings of 20 tons or more, 
and are available in 220V config-
urations. 220V powered splitters 
will offer better efficiency, longer 
motor life, and lower electricity bills 
compared to an equal unit in 110V.

If an electric log splitter sounds 
like a fit for you, I strongly suggest 
buying a 220V unit in as high 
a tonnage as you can find and 
afford. These units will be quieter 
than gasoline fired wood-splitting 
tools, but not silent by any means. 
Electric log splitters can be operated 
indoors, such as inside a woodshed 
(which is the best way to store fire-
wood), without the concern of toxic 
fumes. If that is important to you, 
then an electric driven hydraulic 
splitter is an excellent choice.

TRACTOR DRIVEN HYDRAULICS
If you already have a tractor, 

you have a fantastic third option 
for hydraulically operated 
wood-splitting tools. A three-
point hitch mounted log splitter 
implement takes advantage of 
your tractor’s onboard hydraulic 
system. Most modern tractors 
have hydraulic fittings on the 
back near the three-point hitch to 
attach to powered implements. 
If you have these fittings, pur-
chasing a three-point log splitter 
should be quite cost-effective.

Tractor-mounted log splitters 
offer superior power compared 
to gasoline or electric powered 
unit. Additionally, since you’ve 
provided your engine and hydraulic 
pump, a three-point log splitter 
can deliver more tonnage at a con-
siderably lower purchase price.

PTO PUMPS
For tractors which don’t feature 

rear-mounted hydraulic connec-
tions, there is still another option. 
Tractors with a live PTO can install 
a PTO driven hydraulic pump to 
operate the log splitter. These split-
ters will have a large oil reservoir 
and are effectively a self-contained 
hydraulic system unto themselves, 
minus the engine. The added 
components do add cost to the log 
splitter, and setup takes a little more 
time when mounting a PTO pump, 
but these systems work well.

Pallet forks for tractors and 
other tractor bucket attach-
ments are great complements to 
your wood-splitting tools. From 
dragging logs, bucking, moving, 
and storing split wood, your farm 
tractor will be an indispensable asset 
as you prepare for the winter ahead.

DRAGGING LOGS
Once you’ve felled a tree and 

de-limbed it, you’re left with this 
rather long stick to contend with. 
Dragging a log by the trailer hitch 
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of a tractor usually results in you 
catching rocks with the butt of the 
log, which is counter-productive.

Using weld on tractor bucket 
hooks, preferably a slip hook 
welded in the center of your bucket, 
you can drag a log easily. If you 
have a chain with slip hooks, your 
chain will naturally choke the log, 
but if you only have grab hooks on 
your chain, wrap it around the log 
twice before hooking on. Once the 
log is chained to your bucket, you 
can lift the end while you’re pulling 
to avoid catching stumps or rocks.

BUCKING LOGS
Before you start splitting wood, 

you need to buck your logs 
into lengths. Bucking wood is 
simply the act of taking bare tree 
trunks and sawing them up into 
lengths your stove can handle. 
There are a few tools we can use 
to make this an easy affair.

Cutting up trunks while they 
sit on the ground can be prob-
lematic, especially if you strike 
the ground with your chainsaw 
blade. Do this often enough, and 
you’re sure to be a pro at chang-
ing and sharpening chains.

To avoid killing your chainsaw 
chains, you can use some conven-
tional manual wood-splitting tools 
called timber jacks. Similar to a “cant 
hook” or “Peavey” in design, timber 
jacks offer a way to grip and then 
elevate a log, letting you cut from 
above without the risk of hitting 
the ground or pinching your saw.

SAWBUCKS
Leaning down to buck a log will 

strain your back in a hurry, which 
is why people who cut a lot of 
firewood use sawbucks. Sawbucks 
are similar to a carpenter’s saw 
horse, except these saw horses have 
a “v” design to center logs. A prop-
erly built sawbuck will eliminate 
bending over while bucking logs, 
which is far more comfortable 
and far safer than leaning over 
to cut logs from the ground.

PALLET FORKS FOR TRACTORS
For many reasons, even the best 

small farm tractor can benefit 
from having a set of pallet forks 
for tractors. In the context of 
working with firewood, pallet 
forks on your bucket make for 
a handy, motorized sawbuck.

Sawbucks are similar to a 
carpenter’s saw horse, except 
these saw horses have a “v” 
design to center logs.

homesteading :: firewood management

Pallet forks 
 on your bucket 

make  
for a handy, 
motorized  
sawbuck.
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Once you’ve dragged your logs 
out of the woods, pick them up 
with your pallet forks and start 
bucking them into lengths shorter 
than your wood stove is deep. If you 
like to maintain consistency in your 
firewood length, consider making 
a mark on the bar of your chainsaw 
to act as a measuring mark.

Pallet forks for tractors are great 
for bucking logs, but be careful 
with them. If you’re not careful, 
you may hit your bucket or forks 
with your chainsaw, which will 
result in dull chains or worse, 
dangerous kickbacks. Additionally, 
be careful to buck logs equally 
from both sides. Otherwise, you 
will lighten the log too much on 
one side, and it will tip over.

One major benefit to using pallet 
forks as your sawbuck is that you 
can adjust the height of your bucket 
at will. If the logs sit a little too 
high or low for you, then simply 
move your bucket up or down.

IBC TOTES
Even if you have a nice wood 

shed to store your split wood in, 
you will still likely need to move 
split wood from point A to point B. 
Many people in my area have taken 

to using IBC (intermediate bulk 
container) totes to move firewood.

IBC totes can be found used on 
sales websites locally, and they’re 
usually the 275-gallon size. These 
totes are effectively plastic tanks 
on pallets with a steel cage around 
them. When modifying them 
for use as firewood containers, 
take the top cage off and pull 
the tank out. Now you have a 
convenient cage on a pallet which 
you can toss split wood into.

PALLETS
I’m quite fond of using pallets 

for moving and storing firewood, 
mostly because they’re free. Almost 
any company that receives palleted 
goods will have free pallets to be 
rid of; just ask! Remember not to 
overload your pallets, since your 
tractor may not be able to move a 
pallet that’s too heavy. Since pallets 
are free, consider stacking less on 
each pallet and then stacking loaded 
pallets on top of loaded pallets.

GET CRACKIN’
Winter waits for no one, so if 

you intend to heat with wood, 
start planning today!      

Wood Drying  
Hacks 

Winter cut wood is drier 
than that cut in spring and 
summer, and you don’t have 
to fight chiggers, ticks, or 
black flies. 
If a tree is felled with leaves 
on, let it lie until the leaves 
draw moisture from the 
wood and fall off. The wood 
will be somewhat drier but 
will dry even faster when 
cut into stove lengths. 
Porous woods such as ash 
and oak dry faster than 
birches and maples. Split-
ting also fosters drying, as 
there is some moisture loss 
through the exposed sides, 
plus it makes more man-
ageable pieces to handle. 

Wood heat is green heat, as 
long as the wood itself is 
not green!

- Ben Hoffman
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12 Plants  
That Keep Away 

Mosquitoes

GROWING DUAL-PURPOSE EDIBLE PLANTS 
that keep away mosquitoes is beneficial and 
practical. From the annoyance of buzzing in 

your ears to the threat of Zika and West Nile, mosquitos 
are troublesome. I believe the same principles apply 
to kitchen appliances as they do in the garden: stick 
with multi-taskers. Plants that keep away mosquitoes 
and provide food, for both wildlife and humans, 
are ideal for homesteading today. In addition to 
tasting great and reducing the mosquito population, 
they provide us with the viable option of not using 
harmful chemicals to repel those bloodsuckers.

PLANTS THAT KEEP AWAY MOSQUITOES
By growing catnip you will simultaneously attract 

kitties and repel biting insects. Ingredients derived 
from catnip, which contain nepetalactone, were first 
used commercially in 2009 as an insect repellent 
bio-pesticide. The researchers at the time said that the 
refined oil repels a broad range of biting insects with 
similar effects of the synthetic ingredients found in 
DEET. Another plus is that catnip is an undemanding 
plant that does well in arid and harsh conditions.

Eating garlic may not rid your homestead of 
vampire-esque insects, but growing garlic around 
your property might. Garlic sprays and teas 
can also help with other pests such as nem-
atodes, Japanese beetles, and mites.

Having a lavender plant on your porch or a sea 
of purple in your backyard will repel mosquitoes 
as well as flies and moths. The attractive scent may 
reduce the overall population of mosquitoes but is 
most effective when rubbed on the skin, like many of 
the plants on the list. Lavender plants do best in 
warm areas with full sun and well-draining soil.

Thyme plant, especially lemon varieties, can 
repel mosquitoes when applied directly on the 
skin. Lemon thyme is a perennial in Zones 7 
to 9 and does best in drier, well-drained soil. 
Although it looks like English thyme, it tastes like 
lemons and its small leaves form vigorously.

It’s easy to tell that with its strong aroma, lemon balm 
can help deter mosquitoes. I thought I was truly adept 
at growing this plant until I read that it can grow so 
aggressively that it is considered an invasive species 
in some gardens. A member of the mint family and 
another group of plants that keep away mosquitoes, 
lemon balm can be dried and used as an herbal tea.

Growing basil is not only a great companion 
plant for tomatoes, its subtle peppery, slightly 
sweet aroma can also be used to deter pests. By 

homesteading :: mosquito-repellent plants

BY  
KENNY COOGAN
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pouring a half a cup of boiling water over a gen-
erous cup of fresh leaves you can create your own 
mosquito repellent. Once steeped for three to four 
hours, add a half a cup of vodka. Pour the strained 
liquid into a spray bottle for easy application.

Citronella oil is extracted from several species of 
edible lemon grass, another family of plants that 
keep away mosquitoes. Lemon grass can be planted 
along walkways to be easily bumped into to release 
its fragrance. Growing lemongrass in your yard may 
not be enough to deter mosquitoes. Making a spray 
similar to the basil brew and applying it several times 
throughout your outdoor excursion is recommended.

Peppermint repels mosquitoes, and if you are 
bitten, a popular peppermint plant use is a natural 
bite relief. By crushing the leaves over the bite, 
the minty oils overload the pain and itching.

Tansy, with its golden yellow button flowers, can 
be used for mosquitoes and fleas. Grabbing a handful 
of leaves and rubbing them on your exposed arms 
and legs can help deter the biting pests. Used in 
the middle ages as a scent to disguise nasty odors, 
tansy is easy to grow from seed. My germination 

rate was very high this year and now the plants 
are towering over the other herbs in my garden.

The leaves of wild bergamot are edible and can 
be used fresh in salads or prepared with cooked 
food. The tea, which is often sweetened, is used 
as a natural remedy for colds and the flu. When 
using it as an insect repellent, dilute the solu-
tion to reduce the chance of skin irritation.

A common companion plant, borage can 
also help fight mosquitoes. Borage tea, made 
out of dried leaves, can be used as a stimulant. 
Borage, in addition to deterring pests, attracts 
beneficial insects such as bees and predatory 
insects. Borage grows quickly and self-seeds.

The rosemary plant can be smudged or used in a 
spray application to repel mosquitoes. Rosemary’s 
roots, stalks, and leaves can be used in smudges. To 
really deter the bloodsuckers you will have to stay close 
to the smoke. To create a spray, boil one cup of dried 
leaves for 20 to 30 minutes. Strain into a half gallon 
container and top of with cold water. This repellent 
can be used directly on the skin and is safe for pets.  

BASIL

BORAGE THYME WILD BERGAMOT

TANSY CATNIP
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Best Barns, 
Chicken Coops, 
and Hutches 
for Homesteads

BUILDING THE BEST BARNS, CHICKEN 
coops, hutches, and other shelters adds 
value to your homesteading land. How 

do you know what to pick for housing your 
animals? With so many choices available 
to the modern homesteader, how can you 
know what to look for and make the right 
decision for your farm? Start by breaking it 
all down into what each building needs to 
offer to you and the animal being housed.

The best barns, coops, and shelters take into 
consideration the size and needs of the species 
that will live there.  You probably wouldn’t 
choose a full-size barn to house a few rabbits. 
And having a fully winterized structure for 
wool-yielding animals would be unnecessary. 
Providing the best barns, shelters, hutches, 
and coops keeps the animals safer and more 
comfortable. The structures should also make it 
easy to care for the daily needs of the animals.

homesteading :: root cellarhomesteading :: shelters

BY  
JANET GARMAN 
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BEEF CATTLE

The best barns for beef cattle are three-sided 
run-in cattle sheds. Beef cattle are hardy and 
heavy-coated animals. Mostly raised in small 
herds of two or more, they like to be able to 
move around freely. They do not adapt easily 
to confinement. When the need for treatment or 
transport comes up, a series of gates and chutes 
are used to handle the large animals safely.

POULTRY

The most common poultry that people 
keep on homesteads are chickens, ducks, 
and turkeys. Sometimes, people will let 
the poultry free range all the time. When 
doing this the birds will roost in the trees. 
Ducks will hide under bushes and low 
growth foliage. What often happens with 
this system is that predators will eventu-
ally grab the poultry and enjoy a free feast. 
The better solution would be to protect the 
chickens, ducks, and turkeys with sturdy 
housing. There are many ways to provide 
a shelter from searching for free chicken 
coop plans on the internet and building 
your own to purchasing a state of the art 
chicken palace. Chicken coops should 
include a sturdy door with latches. Good 
ventilation, roosting bars, droppings pan, 
and nest boxes are mandatory items in a 
chicken coop. Allow three to four square 
feet per bird inside the coop for adequate 
space. The duck shelter doesn’t need 
as many features. A low-to-the-ground 
sturdy building is adequate. Allowing for 
good ventilation is a must in all shelters. 
This keeps the ammonia odor in the 
waste products from building up. Ducks 
do not roost so a roost bar is not needed. 
Providing nest boxes on the floor of the 
duck house helps keep the eggs cleaner.

DAIRY COWS

The commonly seen barn for dairy cattle 
includes space for the cows to lie down, troughs 
along one side for feed and silage, and a 
manure removal gutter. In smaller operations, 
any enclosed area with space for the cow to 
lie down and move around will work. Pay 
attention to the orientation of the barn on the 
property to take advantage of the winds and 
provide shade. The best barns for dairy cattle 
take into consideration the size of the animal, 
the need for sanitary milking conditions, and 
ease of manure removal. The pitch of the roof 
directly correlates to the ventilation. Building 
a dairy barn can be extremely specific and 
technical. The specifications for many differ-
ent styles are readily available. Having one 
family milk cow is quite different, for housing 
needs, than a small herd of a dozen cows.
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RABBITS

Rabbit keeping is a popular hobby farm 
addition. Rabbits provide companionship, 
meat, fiber, and pelts for the family needs. The 
common housing for rabbit keeping is hutches, 
stacked on top of each other. These hutches 
are kept outside under a roof or structure or 
housed inside a garage or building just for 
the rabbits. When choosing the housing style, 
make sure you can easily clean up the manure 
so that you don’t have fly problems. Rabbits 
are very susceptible to heat illness. Make sure 
you can keep the rabbit hutch out of direct 
sunlight in the warm months and that you are 
able to provide plenty of fresh water. Having the 
rabbit hutches in a spot where you can ensure 
thawed water in the winter is also important.

Another popular method of housing rabbits 
includes using a fenced area for the rabbit to be 
on the ground, digging and running around. 
This requires some additional fencing materials 
and there is a concern about predators. Preparing 
the ground with wire or another surface the 
rabbits cannot dig through, and covering the 
surface with dirt and fiber, prevents escapes from 
the pen. A sturdy structure needs to be added 
for night and protection. A third type of system 
is called a rabbit tractor. The rabbits are on the 
ground while being kept safe from predators.

homesteading :: root cellarhomesteading :: shelters

GOATS, SHEEP, LLAMAS, ALPACA

Small ruminants need some sort of 
shelter. In many cases, this does not 
need to be a barn unless you are keeping 
dairy goats. Goats are hardy but need 
at least a run-in shed. A run-in shed is a 
pole building or three-sided structure 
used for shelter in the grazing pasture.

Another barn idea is an open barn 
that leads into a fenced paddock area. 
Whatever structure you choose as the 
best barns or shelters for the small 
ruminants, make sure you provide 
plenty of clean, fresh water and min-
erals required by each species. When 
caring for the dam and kids, a kidding 
stall is good for ensuring bonding, 
early feeding, and cleanliness.

PIGS

Farrowing houses or shelters are used 
to keep the sow and piglets safe and 
somewhat clean. As the piglets grow, 
they will start to follow the sow around 
the space she is provided. Some farmers 
will construct a creep area for the piglets 
to keep them safe from the heavy sow. 
The piglets can access the sow for nurs-
ing but can crawl into a smaller area to 
escape being stepped on or laid on by 
the sow. Heat lamps for warming the 
piglets helps the farmer have a better 
survival rate in cold months. Even 
pigs kept on pasture can benefit from 
farrowing in a semi-enclosed shelter.
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NIFTY GADGETS HAVE 
their place on the home-
stead but sometimes you 

just can’t go down that often-
pricey path. Don’t get me wrong 
— I’m a hopeless fan of wonky 
inventions (think egg flashlights 
and nut wizards), but even if 
you have the cash, you might not 
feel like cramming yet another 
single-purpose item into your 
barn or basement. Enter common 
homesteading supplies and the 
hack. A time-honored tradition!

Inexpensive and creative solutions 
to everyday problems might be the 
most important tools in a backyard 
farmer’s toolbox. Here are a few of 
my favorites gleaned from several 
years raising vegetables, fruits, and 
animals on our suburban farm.

1. ZIP TIES: WORTH THEIR 
WEIGHT IN GOLD

On our property, plastic cable ties 
are homesteading supplies that have 
been put into service in countless 
ways and, despite their low cost, 
typically last several years, even 
after very hot summers and sub-
zero winters. From building cages 
to thwarting squirrels and all the 
many tasks in between, the lowly 

zip tie steps up to a starring role in 
various homesteading productions. 
They come in several lengths, 
colors, and styles but my go-to 
model is the eight-inch commercial 
electrical model — heavy-duty and 
rated to operate in temperatures 
ranging from -40 to 85 degrees 
Celsius, well within our North-
eastern United States parameters.

Zip ties are strong but can also be 
employed for short-term uses. For 
example, if you don’t tighten them 
all the way, you can easily cut them 
off when they’re no longer needed. 
Or you can turn them around and 
use the non-tightening side for 
loose closures where you want to 
get in and out, for example, a door 
flap. Be careful, though. Zip ties are 
not toys, keep them out of reach of 
children! They can be very difficult 
to remove once fully closed.

2. CARDBOARD BOX: A 
FARMER’S BEST FRIEND

All sizes can be handy but 
whenever a really large card-
board box comes my way, I 
stash it in the garage with my 
homesteading supplies for 
guaranteed future use. I prefer to 
employ the basic brown, made 

Here are some  
great uses for  
zip ties around 

your homestead:

CREATE QUICK FENCES 
AND COVERS

Attach poultry wire, netting, 
hardware cloth, or any material you 

can stick a tie through to sticks, 
poles or pipes. I use a hole-punch 

to create openings when necessary.

HANG OBJECTS
Leave a gap in the zip to make 

a loop. You can make chains 
of zip ties to add length.

ATTACH OBJECTS
Signs, varmint  

deterrent lights, etc.

How many zip ties will  
you need? 

Probably more than you think.

homesteading :: supplies & hacks

9 Common Homesteading  
Supplies & Hacks

BY LORI FONTANES 
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in the United States version and try to remove all 
plastic tape when feasible. Cardboard can be called 
on for all kinds of quick and lightweight duties.

Temporary walls: Along the lines of cheap fenc-
ing ideas, cardboard is really useful to separate 
or corral poultry when evading capture. (The 
ducks take one look and know it’s pen-up time!)
Instant weed/lawn suppressor: You could 
dig it up but wouldn’t you rather get a 
head start by covering that pesky vegeta-
tion with sun-blocking cardboard first?
Animal carrier: With bedding in the bottom 
and holes for air, a sturdy cardboard box 
makes a great lightweight container for 
moving small animals. Whenever we have 
an injured duck, it’s easier for her to be 
transported in a box than to have to navi-
gate the openings of a typical pet cage.

3. STICKS: NOT JUST FOR POKING
Through the years, I’ve collected scores of sticks 

in various lengths, widths, and wood types. As a 
newbie, I figured that all sticks were equally durable 
but a few harsh summers and winters destroyed that 
fantasy. I still use the faded, split, and splintered pieces 
of hardwood that I first bought for bean teepees and 
tomato stakes but this spring I graduated to long-lasting 
locust for what I hope will be the last veggie poles I 
ever need to purchase. Those locust stakes are now 

screwed into the sides of our cedar planters where 
they support our homemade poultry wire cage 
attached with (what else?) hundreds of zip ties!

You can also use homesteading supplies like sticks 
for temporary fencing, trellising, keeping doors ajar 
for ventilation, digging holes and excavating hard-to-
reach coop muck, securing string for edging, flagging 
objects underneath the heavy snow, hanging covers or 
shade cloth, and many other uses I have yet to discover. 
Keep a range of weights from bamboo light to locust 
hefty and lengths up to the famed 10-foot pole. You can 
always trim to size as well as repurpose broken pieces 
for many years of service. Your farm dog will thank 
you for keeping an extra stick around the place, too!

4. THE NEVER-ENDING STRAW BALE
Many articles, blog posts, and even a book have been 

written with straw bale gardening instructions extolling 
the virtues of the ordinary straw bale for small-scale 
vegetable gardening. I’m here to tell you about its 
special advantage for poultry owners as well. Every 
autumn before most folks have even finished their back-
to-school shopping, I start scoping out the local farm 
stands, hoping to be the first to score as many straw 
bales as possible. Why? Straw (not hay, different item 
altogether) makes a fabulous slow-release fertilizer that 
when gathered into a bale (or pieces of a bale) forms 
the perfect container for next spring’s edible plants.

But that’s not all! My main reason for buying so 
many bales in the fall is to place them around the 

homesteading :: supplies & hacks

STRAW BALES
 > low release fertilizer
 > plant container
 > poultry winter protection
 > soil protectant
 > breakdown encourages 
  fungi, worms, etc., which 
  poultry love to forage for
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edges of the poultry pen for instant winter protection 
for the ducks. As the straw decays, the bales heat 
up. They get warm enough that you can feel it when 
sitting on them in the middle of a snowy yard. That 
means that not only do they block the sharp wind 
but they also add a little extra cozy to your coop.

In the spring, the bales will then resume their slow 
organic breakdown, inviting tasty worms, fungi, 
and other organisms to join the party. My ducks love 
to forage in between the bales, especially when the 
ground is still a bit hard for digging. Then, once the first 
brassica seedlings are ready to go, I either move the 
bales in one piece or, much easier, move them in slices 
to where I want to grow my vegetables that season. It 
takes all summer for most of the bale to feed the crops 
and if there’s any left, it goes on top of the harvested 
plots to protect the soil for next year’s planting.

5. POULTRY FENCING
Whether you’re talking hexagonal opening (aka 

poultry) or square (commonly known as hardware 
cloth), netting materials from heavy-duty metal to 
the lightweight fabric are common homesteading 
supplies that are enormously useful on any sub(ur-
ban) farm. Just like the sticks I can’t do without, I 
keep a wide selection of everything from raccoon 

resistant heavyweight wire with tiny ¼-inch openings 
to plastic poultry netting, mostly useful to keep out 
ducks, not rodents. Here are some styles and uses.

Plastic hexagonal: Use this for temporary fenc-
ing or veggie cages for anything squirrels don’t 
like. (Rodents can chew holes in plastic.) It’s 
lightweight, inexpensive and easy to work with.
Metal hexagonal: Use this for veggie cages, 
temporary dome covers, aprons for cages where 
large varmints are a problem. It’s lightweight, 
inexpensive, and can usually be cut with scissors.
Plastic hardware cloth: Use this for all the 
same uses as hexagonal but it has smaller 
openings so it can be used as shade cloth. It’s 
easy to cut, but rodents can chew through.
Metal hardware cloth: Buy the one-inch and 
one-quarter-inch squares. Smaller opening 
hardware cloth for chicken coops is useful 
to protect sides of pens from raccoons. The 
larger openings in heavy gauge can be used 
for overnight accommodations when thor-
oughly secured and with at least an 18 inches 
of apron rim around the edge. The interior 
floor can be dug out and hardware cloth run 
underneath it as well. Wire-cutters are needed.

POULTRY FENCING
 > veggie cages
 > helps fight   
  against rodents
 > shade cloth
 > chicken coop uses

Hey Look!
Zip ties being used 

to secure fencing!
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6. NO-TILL COMPOSTING
Okay, so I realize this is heresy and it all depends 

on what you use and how you use it but I’ve stopped 
getting compost from a composter. What? Yeah, 
it’s true. Partially it’s because I’m lazy, partially it’s 
because I never get enough compost from those fancy 
rotating set-ups to feed my huge vegetable habit. So, 
two years ago, I began directly tossing kitchen plant 
scraps (not meat, eggs, oil, or cooked foods) into a 
new garden bed I had been trying to quick-start. In 
the fall, I then added some very weathered straw bale 
material and the next year, voila, super successful 
Brassica, and later that autumn out-of-control squash.

Last winter, I took it to the next level by choosing 
two off-the-ground planters and trying the same thing. 
Before the snow set in, I tossed a thin layer of veggie 
scraps onto the top of the soil and in the spring, gently 
turned them under, adding a little more potting soil 
to supplement what got lost in the previous season.

Take a look at the photos. The plants grown in 
the two no-till beds are going gangbusters. The 
compost-less beds, not so much. Are there other 
reasons? Sure. Each soil system is different but I think 
I can reasonably say that using a little veggie scrap 
without waiting for it to break down completely 
into crumbly compost is not a terrible way to get 
rid of your dinner trimmings. Do not go overboard, 

mind! You don’t want to create an anaerobic environ-
ment; you just want to protect the soil in the winter 
and add a little nutrient with very little work. 

7. INCREDIBLE, BENDABLE WIRE
You would think I’d have learned from my experience 

with zip ties but no. I started with a couple of crop 
covers and eventually realized my farmer ambitions 
outstripped the coverage supply. I sought out an 
agriculturally rated material and serendipitously 
discovered handy heavy gauge wire that’s sold along 
with it. Johnny’s Selected Seeds offers varying amounts, 
weights, and lengths so of course, I bought the largest 
box of the longest length (100 pieces may, in fact, 
be a lifetime supply for a quarter-acre property but 
contact me in a few decades and I’ll let you know!)

Like the practical wooden stick and other homestead-
ing supplies, a bendable wire can be useful for building 
lightweight structures such as cages or domes to fit 
odd-shaped plants (think bush variety pumpkins) or 
for hanging objects, crafting doors or flaps, flagging 
items under snow, and, of course, holding crop covers, 
shade cloth and the like. Best of all, they are made 
of seriously long-lasting, reusable galvanized steel. 
Super easy to store, I tie them into bundles and stack 
in the garage. Who knew a common homesteading 
supply like a skinny piece of wire could be so useful? 

No-till works!
Plants in the no-till beds (left) 
are happy while the non-compost 
beds (above)are not doing well.

homesteading :: supplies & hacks
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8. STRANGE USES FOR YOUR 
1990s PANTYHOSE

I’ll confess here that although I’m rather a fanatic 
about not using synthetic pesticides or fertilizers 
in my home or garden, my tomatoes do get some 
help from a store-bought friend. That said, there’s 
very little I won’t do to produce a bumper crop 
of pizza and pasta sauces. Among the weirder 
strategies I employ is a tip I gleaned from the 
classic reference tome, Carrots Love Tomatoes: Secrets 
of Companion Planting for Successful Gardening by 
Louise Riotte. In that book, Riotte talks about 
how lightning adds nitrogen to the soil when it 
strikes the ground. This is not to say that I think 
you should go all Ben Franklin in your tomato 
patch. Riotte’s suggestion is a much milder and 
safer method of harnessing electricity by using 
pantyhose tied both to the plant’s stalk and also 
to a supporting structure, such as a tomato cage. 
The static electricity generated by this connection 
is said to promote a bumper crop. Your neighbors 
may look at you funny but I’ve blogged about 
this and used this method for several years and 
have raised many delicious fruits to show for it.

9. MORE PURPOSES FOR THE ALL-PURPOSE 
RUBBER BOWL 

You know ‘em, you see ‘em everywhere, you 
probably own a few of these plentiful homesteading 
supplies; the ubiquitous rubber pans that come in 
sizes from two quarts to 15 gallons. These durable 
workhorses are indispensable for anyone raising 
small livestock. Great for food, water, bathing, and 
carrying everything from eggs to straw and beyond.

My favorite rubber bowl hack, however, is the 
Instant Staircase. I guess you could really call it a 
coop hack since there are very few duck-specialized 
houses on the market. This means that to get a 
duck into a chicken coop you usually have to pick 
it up and place it inside because those cute little 
entry ladders are not well-suited to waterfowl 
feet. I considered a wider, longer board but that 
would be heavy and unwieldy with no guarantee 
that the girls would want to “walk the plank.”

One cold day in February, I decided to use a 
couple of large rubber bowls instead. I picked 
each duck up and placed her on the secure 
surface then shooed her inside. It took no more 
than two nights for the ducks to get the drill. 
Now I leave the coop door open each after-
noon so the girls can go inside when they’re 
ready. Thank goodness for no-slip rubber! 

QUICK & EASY TIPS  
USING COMMON 

HOMESTEADING SUPPLIES

Your store-bought crop covers seen better 
days? Tear off the material and reuse the 
hoops underneath with row cover cloth.

Don’t have room to store another trellis or bean 
cage? Make a teepee out of sticks and burlap string. 
At the end of the season, pull it apart for other uses.

Need an entry flap for a veggie cage? Cut a 
flap slightly larger than the opening and attach 
one side with zip ties. Reverse a few zip ties 
(the non-binding direction) and use those to 

close the flap. This will not keep out super-wily 
rodents but may slow them down a bit!

Tomatoes grow better fruit when they’re  
buzz-pollinated. Grow lots of bumblebee-friendly  

flowering plants (borage, hyssop, chives, sage 
are a few) near your tomato patch and get ready 

for the most delicious “love apples” ever.
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THE BEST  
SMALL TRACTOR HACKS

LIFE IS DIFFERENT when you own a tractor, 
so much so I don’t really know how I would 
function without one. Even with the best small 

tractor, there are situations that call for ingenuity 
and specialty add-ons to turn your tractor into a 
rolling Swiss Army knife. Just like mechanic work, 
every job is easier when you have the right tools, so 
let’s look at a few add-ons I’ve used over the years 
to make my tractor into “the right tool for the job.”

If you do modify your equipment, do so at your 
own risk. If you are uncertain in any way, ask a 
local professional for input. I’m not an engineer, 
certified welder, or professional mechanic, nor do I 
know what tractor you have or what condition it’s 
in, so use caution when modifying equipment.

HEAVY LIFTING
I lift things up and put them down … with my 

tractor, that is. Many times I run into a situation that 
requires lifting something; be it a machine, a truck, 
equipment, logs, an engine, or what have you. Even 
though many small tractors have a bucket loader, few 

come from the manufacturer with attachment points 
on the bucket for chain or rope, which is unfortunate. 
Of course, farmers have been modifying tools to suit 
their needs since the dawn of farming itself, and the 
lack of a hook or eyelet never stopped a farmer.

Online, at your local small tractor dealership or even 
your local big box farming store, you can purchase 
hooks of all kinds. For a simple modification, you 
can buy a slip hook or a grab hook that matches the 
chain you have, that features a standard pin-on link. 
By simply drilling into the side of your bucket, you 
can pin these hooks onto your bucket, making this 
a quick and easy affair. This quick and easy method 
has a few pitfalls, however. Torsional force can wreak 
havoc on your bucket’s plate steel construction, and 
the link portion of the hook can deform over time. In 
addition, I find myself catching the hooks on things 
often when installing this way, which results in them 
being removed often and then consequently lost.

If you have the time, equipment, or the right friends, 
you can step up your game by buying weld-on hooks 
which have been designed to, you guessed it, be welded 

homesteading :: small tractors
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on. I for one prefer to weld these on top of the bucket, 
close to the edges to avoid buckling the bucket. If you 
want a hook at the center of your bucket, consider 
reinforcing the top of your bucket with C channel iron 
before doing so, since lifting from the center may cause a 
flimsy bucket to fold or collapse. If you do reinforce the 
bucket, I personally find having a slip hook dead-center 
of my bucket and one grab hook on either side to be 
of great use to me, but that’s simply my preference.

EASY LIFTING
A lot of things I move around the farm are not 

necessarily heavy, but they may be bulky or don’t fit 
in my bucket without being precariously perched. 
For these instances, I like to use a pair of clamp-on 
forks, much like a forklift. Being able to move things 
on pallets, take delivery of pallets from the back of 
an 18-wheeler, or even lift palleted items into a box 
truck for shipping is super handy. Logs, poles, stacks 
of lumber, and other lengthy items are also easily 
moved when you have a pair of forks available.

Now that I have forks, I leave a lot of items on pallets 
such as bales of shavings, chicken transport cages, 
extra equipment, spare parts, and all sorts of things, 
because it allows me to shuffle items around the farm 
at will. One disadvantage of using a clamp-on style 
fork you should be cognizant of, is leverage. Since you 
effectively double the distance between the arms of 
your tractor and the load, you have now exponentially 

reduced your safe working load limit. Use caution 
when lifting loads, since weights your tractor could 
safely move before may now cause your tractor to 
tip forward, deform your bucket where the forks are 
attached, or damage even the best small tractor’s loader.

Prices for clamp-on forks vary widely, but I’m very 
pleased with the pair I picked up on eBay for less than 
$200; which is a steal compared to buying a proper 
$1200 fork bucket. The specific pair I bought are made 
in the USA, but for the life of me, I can’t remember who 
made them. The only problem I’ve ever had with them 
is that I twisted the big bolt on one, had to cut it off, 
and then bought a new bolt through my local hardware 
store. Having tractor bucket attachments, like a set of 
forks, can make your life on the farm or homestead so 
much easier, which is why I highly recommend them.

In the future, I plan on building an actual fork 
bucket for my John Deere out of a “quick-tach” plate 
and used parts from a forklift. This will replace my 
bucket when attached, giving me a higher lift weight 
capacity since my load will be closer to the arms of 
the tractor. I’ll be sure to share that project with you 
if and when I finally get around to building it.

WORKING LATE
Sometimes I just have to get something done quickly. 

Sometimes I’m trying to beat the weather forecast, or 
I’m just trying to wrap up a job I really don’t want to 
finish tomorrow, and that usually leaves me work-
ing long after the sun has gone down. I may have 
headlights, but they are borderline useless when the 

These clamp-on forks are a lifesaver.

LEDs may be more expensive, but they draw less power 
and shed more light.
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bucket loader obstructs them, or when I need to see 
the implement I’m running behind me, not what’s 
ahead of me. You can avoid this inconvenience with 
about $20 and less than an hour of tinkering.

Many small tractors have Roll Over Protective Struc-
tures (ROPS) which are meant to stop the tractor from 
crushing the operator in the event of a rollover, but 
many of these structures have pre-drilled holes from 
the manufacturer to accommodate different optional 
equipment. You can use these to mount off-road 
lights to your ROPS without impacting the structural 
integrity of these safety structures, or there’s plenty of 
magnetic bases and zip ties in the world if you prefer. 

In either case, adding a pair of cheap off-road 
lights from your local parts store or bargain supply 
shop will make your life easier when the sun goes 
down. You may be able to tie these into your existing 
switches, or you may need to add a new switch to your 
tractor’s dash, neither of which should be difficult.

Be cognizant of how much power your lights draw 
since they may overpower your switch of choice. If 
that’s the case, consider using a relay in your new 
circuit to avoid an electrical fire. I plan on adding 
LED lights this summer to my John Deere since they 
draw less power and look brighter than many of the 
other options out there, albeit a bit more expensive, 
so stay tuned for a report on my misadventures.

ADDING GRAVITY
When you’re lifting, digging, or operating on dicey 

terrain, adding a little down force to your tractor can 
make the difference between getting the job done 
and getting too tipsy, even for the best small tractor. 
Tractor tire fluid does a great job of adding ballast 
to your tractor, providing more weight to keep your 
tires touching dirt, and lowering your tractor’s center 
of gravity. Professionally installed options can get 
expensive, but with some inexpensive tools, anyone can 
add ballast to their tires using automotive antifreeze. 
It’s worth your time to research the possibilities.

If you’re lifting with your loader and you feel 
your rear tires lifting off the ground, grab your 
heaviest implement to add counterweight or con-
sider building an actual counterweight that attaches 
to your three-point hitch. We’ve made several 
counter weights using a 55-gallon drum, some scrap 
steel and a few bags of cement over the years. 

Even if you use off the shelf items like a three-point 
tow bar, you can easily build a functional tractor 
counterweight for under $100. Adding a counter-
weight to your farm implements list will serve you 
well over the years, even if you use it infrequently.  

homesteading :: small tractors

Tow bars are a great off-the-shelf part to start building a 
counterweight with.

We’ve made several  
counter weights using  
a 55-gallon drum, some  

scrap steel and a few bags  
of cement over the years. 
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farm to fork :: beef stew     “If wool shrinks when you wash it, why don’t sheep get smaller when it rains?” — Ron Brackinanimals & livestoCk :: pvc pig waterer

HOW TO MAKE A PIG WATERER  
FROM PVC PIPE

FILLING YOUR FREEZER with homegrown pork 
is one of the most gratifying experiences when 
it comes to homesteading. The initial cost of 

equipment when getting into pig farming, however, 
can get expensive and may limit your ability to add 
them to your homestead. So why not learn how to 
make a pig waterer of your own to save some money?

Pigs are one of the easiest types of livestock to raise,  
in my opinion. They don’t have the dietary compli-
cations and strict mineral ratios that other livestock 
such as ruminants have. When feeding a pig, if you’re 
providing a well-balanced diet, there isn’t much to 
worry about that could result in a vet call. And although 
they aren’t the garbage disposals people make them 
out to be, the list is relatively short on what not to feed. 
Pigs are hardy enough to withstand and even farrow in 
cold winter temperatures without supplemental heat or 
a completely closed shelter. The one caveat, however, 
is they are unable to sweat to cool themselves off. So, 
in the heat of the summer, they are always on the hunt 
for a water source to wallow in to regulate their body 

temperature, even if it means they have to make it them-
selves. Anything that’s easy to tip or flip over, they will, 
even when given an additional water source for this 
purpose. This means constant refilling and dirty water.

Depending on how you house your hogs, there are 
a variety of different waterer options available. Large 
heavy stock tanks and automatic pump waterers work 
well when there are permanent housing and water lines. 
If they aren’t going to be moved, you can lag them to 
a foundation to keep them from being tipped or use a 
tank heavy enough that they can’t tip it. You will still 
have to dump and refill the water regularly as they soil 
it with their dirty noses and insects lay their eggs in the 
stagnant water. Because my pigs are rotated and they 
aren’t kept in one spot, this type of design isn’t ideal. 
I need a waterer that’s easy to set up, fill, take down, 
and move several times throughout the course of the 
summer the pigs rotate through our paddocks. With a 
rotational grazing set up without permanent water lines 
in place, a gravity fed waterer is the logical solution.

BY KATE ST. CYR
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“If wool shrinks when you wash it, why don’t sheep get smaller when it rains?” — Ron Brackin

MATERIALS

Threaded (¾”) pig nipple drinker
(2) 4” x 5’ PVC pipe
4” x 2’ PVC pipe
(2) 90-degree elbows PVC
(2) PVC threaded couplers
(2) PVC threaded caps
Plumbers putty
PVC cement

1.  Use a steel rasp file to remove rough edges from all 
ends of the two five-foot and one two-foot section of  
PVC pipe.
Using a three-quarter-inch spade drill, drill a hole in the 
center of the four-inch by the two-foot section of PVC 
pipe. Screw the threaded pig nipple drinker in about half-
way, then add plumbers putty around the exterior of the 
hole while continuing to screw in the nipple drinker until 
it’s seated into the pipe. Apply putty on the inside of the 
pipe around the nipple drinker to ensure it’s leak free.

2. Take a large square and mark a center line on each  
end of the two-foot section of PVC. This will give a guide  
to line the 90-degree elbow up with keeping the longer  
sections of pipe square.

DIRECTIONS

3. Working quickly and one at a time, add PVC cement to 
the inside of one side of the 90-degree elbow and slide 
on one end of the two-foot PVC pipe, lining the seam of 
the elbow up with your mark made with the square. Use 
a mallet to quickly pound the elbow onto the pipe for a 
tight fit. Repeat the same procedure with the other elbow, 
putting it on the other end of the two-foot section of pipe.
Apply PVC cement to the open side of each 90-degree  
elbow and fit into the five-foot sections. Quickly flip it 
over to make an upside down “u” and use a mallet to 
pound on each 90-degree angle ensuring a tight fit.
Flip the waterer back over and add cement to each 
threaded coupler, fit onto the open end of the five-foot 
section and use a mallet to pound the pieces together. 
Screw on threaded ends, and allow the cement to dry 
before adding any water to prevent potential leaks.
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SET UP
Because this waterer is so 

lightweight, it makes set up a 
breeze. We raised it up on con-
crete blocks so the nipple was at 
our pig’s eye level and placed it 
against the side of the fence that 
is permanent panels close enough 
for the garden hose to reach. We 
zip tied the waterer in various 
places to the fence panel for 
support and to keep it upright.

Because it is gravity fed, this 
waterer can be easily adapted for 
different sized PVC pipe you have 
lying around or readily available. 
You can use a long horizontal run 
to accommodate multiple nipples, 
as well as a single pipe set up 
rather than double. Originally, I 
planned on making it with either 
a single six or eight-inch diameter 
PVC to give me a higher volume 

of water it could hold. But, it 
wasn’t readily available locally, 
so I opted to use the four-inch 
PVC I already had and used two 
pipes to increase the volume.

This waterer holds almost eight 
gallons of water which is more 
than enough for our gilt to drink 
even on a hot summer day. I top 
it off each morning easily with 
a garden hose and don’t have to 
dump dirty water anymore that 
she soils with her nose or from 
trying to climb in or tip her trough 
style waterer she had before.

Many feeders, waterers, and 
housing options can easily be 
made at home for a fraction of 
the cost, and learning how to 
make a pig waterer is a great 
place to start to save money on 
your upfront investment.   

animals & livestoCk :: pvc pig waterer

Order at iamcountryside.com/shop or by calling 970-392-4419

50 DO-IT-YOURSELF  
PROJECTS FOR  
KEEPING CHICKENS

Chicken Coops, Brooders, Runs, 
Swings, Dust Baths, and More!
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How to Do Goat Hoof Trimming

GOAT HOOF TRIMMING is part of maintenance 
for keeping goats healthy. Regular goat hoof 
trimming will help prevent hoof rot. All rumi-

nants are at risk for a bad case of foot rot. Wild goats 
and sheep normally roam in rocky areas that naturally 
wear down the hoof growth. Domestically raising 
goats, sheep, cattle, and horses requires hoof trimming 
because all can contract a painful case of hoof rot from 
overgrown hooves. There are some ways to lesson the 
risk and maintain healthy hooves in your herd or flock. 
It is important to note that not all cases of limping and 
sore hooves are true foot rot. Foot scald, hoof abscess, 
and blocked toe glands can lead to symptoms that 
mimic goat, cow, horse, and sheep hoof rot. Many 
factors can play into lameness in a ruminant animal.

TRIMMING HOOVES
Goat hooves are keratin just like our fingernails. 

Trimming is the single most important task to help 
prevent lameness, soft hooves, smelly hooves, and 
hoof rot. Checking the animal’s feet regularly and 
frequently gives you the head start you need to care 
for a bad hoof before the condition spreads. When you 
decide to start raising goats, be prepared to learn how 

to do goat hoof trimming, too. There are specific goat 
hoof trimmers available through livestock supply busi-
nesses. Some people use a sharp pair of garden pruners. 
I started out using garden pruners but I do think that 
the actual hoof trimmers are easier to use for the job.

HOW TO CARRY OUT GOAT HOOF TRIMMING
When I trim goat hooves, I place the goat on a stand. 

If you don’t have a stand that you use for milking or 
goat care, you can easily construct one using cinder 
blocks and a few boards. A cautionary word on this, 
have an assistant that can ensure the goat does not 
hop off the stand while you are doing the goat hoof 
trimming! I use a metal milking stand. It has sides 
that help block the goat from taking a leap off of the 
stand. The head rest also has a chain that goes around 
the goat’s neck to further stabilize the animal in place. 
You can also fasten the goat lead rope to a wall hook 
such as a cross tie set up. I have pinned the goat to 
the wall with my legs, holding it still while bending 
down to inspect and trim the hoof. This technique 
usually leads to a pretty severe back ache for me, so 
I only use it for a quick inspection or quick trim.

animals & livestoCk :: goat hoof trimming

BY JANET GARMAN
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Begin with the front hooves. This 
may make it easier to control the 
goat because they typically resist 
anything being done to the back 
hooves, sometimes quite excitedly. 
Stand so that you are facing the rear 
of the animal, bend over slightly, 
and grasp the lower leg above 
the hoof. Bend the leg at the knee. 
Begin by scraping away any mud or 
bedding on the hoof bottom. Use an 

old rag if necessary, so that you can 
see what needs to be trimmed away. 
Using hoof trimming shears, begin 
to cut away the overgrown parts 
of the hoof. Do not cut anything 
in the center of the hoof as that is 
where the growth and live tissue 
is. The hoof wall is similar to our 
fingernails. It does not hurt the goat 
to have the extra growth trimmed 
away, despite the protest that 

they may exhibit. When you have 
finished reshaping and cleaning up 
the front hooves, move to the back. 
Be careful to not get kicked. The 
reaction to you grabbing the rear 
leg can be quite dramatic. If you 
have an assistant, try giving treats 
to distract the goat. Trim the goat 
hoof back into shape as you did on 
the front feet. After trimming each 
hoof, file away any rough spots or 
jagged edges that might be left.

A healthy trimmed goat hoof 
should have a square or wedge 
shape. There should not be any 
overgrowth folding under the hoof 
or any extra growth in the front 
from overgrowth. The extra over-
growth in the front will often curl 
up. As overgrowth continues, the 
goat’s leg will start to accommodate 
the growth and the animal will put 
unnecessary pressure on the leg 
joints while trying to walk. These 
problems all lead to lameness.

WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU 
NOTICE A PROBLEM 
ON THE HOOF

While performing goat hoof 
trimming, look for cracks, soft 
spots, tender areas, separation of 
the hoof outer wall from the inner 
wall, and any foul odor. All of 
these issues need your immediate 
attention. The first thing I do is use 

A healthy 
trimmed goat 

hoof should have 
a square or wedge 

shape. There 
should not be 

any overgrowth 
folding under 

the hoof or any 
extra growth in 
the front from 
overgrowth. 
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ZINTET  
Keeping Your Livestock Standing Strong

Order online at zintet.com

NEW APPROACH!  
Reduces the need for expensive medicines.               

Foot Scald
Foot Rot

Thrush
Fungus

Footbath Alternative for:

Foot rot in cattle, 
sheep, goats, and 

horses occurs when 
wet warm conditions 

persist. It is a  
bacterial condition  

and is highly 
contagious. 

a good antiseptic wound spray. 
There are options available on 
the market. We tend to grab the 
Vetericyn Antiseptic and Wound 
Spray. Often killing some of the 
germs will start the healing process. 
The hoof material needs to be 
dried out for healing to continue. 
When the overgrown hoof forms 
flaps under the hoof, moisture can 
become trapped, leading to a perfect 
environment for bacteria to breed. 
Trapping manure or food crumbs in 
these folds further encourages the 
growth of disease-causing bacteria. 
Keeping up with goat hoof trim-
ming keeps this from happening, 
in most cases. Using an antiseptic, 
antibacterial wound spray may 
stop the growth of any bacteria that 
leads to serious hoof rot issues.

While you are examining the 
hoof, look at the leg, and especially 
the area right above the hoof, for 
signs of injury, wounds and sores. 
Particularly if the weather has been 
wet, problems such as foot scald 
can occur, looking like raw, irritated 
skin. While foot scald usually 
manifests between the two halves 
of the hoof, it can also occur at the 
top of the hoof if the animal has 
been standing in deep wet bedding 
or wet grassy areas while grazing. 
Treating with a good wound spray 
should help, along with moving 
the animal to drier ground.

HOW DOES HOOF ROT  
HAPPEN?

Foot rot in cattle, sheep, goats, 
and horses occurs when wet warm 
conditions persist. It is a bacterial 
condition and is highly contagious 
in the herd. The condition is hard 
to cure so it is important to take 
steps to prevent hoof rot in the 
first place. Good hoof trimming 
and inspection and care are 
instrumental in preventing foot 
rot in goats, sheep, and various 
horse hoof problems in general.

The symptoms of foot rot in 
goats, sheep, cows, and horses are 
lameness, discharge from the hoof, 
and bad odor. The hoof is often 
overgrown and ragged-looking in 
appearance. Preventative measures 

include keeping the bedding 
dry and clean and regular hoof 
trimming. If you discover a case of 
hoof rot or foot rot, trim the hoof 
and then treat the infection. Zinc or 
copper sulfate are the prescribed 
solutions for foot rot in ruminants. 
Soaking the animal’s feet in the 
solution for two minutes at a time 
will help kill the bacteria. Use large 
containers for the hooves to stand 
in or purchase boots specifically 
made for treating hoof conditions.

There is no doubt that regular 
hoof trimming will promote good 
health in your ruminants. Keep 
the hoof trimmers and a bottle 
of antiseptic spray handy and 
keep to a schedule. Inspect the 
hooves frequently for issues.   
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DO YOU REALLY NEED A BARN 
FOR SMALL LIVESTOCK? This was 
a question I pondered before we 

acquired sheep. I came to the realization that 
most sheep owners use a barn for storing  
feed and for lambing season; otherwise 
a sheep shelter will work just fine.

If you live in a climate where winter 
conditions prompt several feet of snow, 
then you would find a barn very useful. 
Perhaps you’d be looking for a cattle shed 
design to fit your needs. For everyone else, 
a barn can be a questionable expense based 
on weather, the number of animals you 
acquire, and in which season you will lamb.

I live on a small acre farm, and before 
spending money building a barn that 
would increase our taxes, we decided 
to explore options that would help us 
provide a natural environment.

My biggest concern was lambing season 
because I wanted to allow a ram to run with 
our flock year round. This meant breeding 

would also be on their schedule. Judging 
from previous experience, lambing would 
take place between January and March.

Breeder concerns during lambing season 
include providing clean living conditions 
that are dry with good ventilation. When 
animals are confined indoors in small 
spaces, bedding must be changed daily. 
Without clean conditions, the fear of 
ammonia from fecal decay can cause severe 
health issues for lambs and adult sheep.

Everything we were currently doing 
on our farm allows for a natural lifestyle 
so I decided our sheep would lamb in the 
field. This meant I would need some type 
of sheep shelter in case weather conditions 
were bad during the lambing process.

We’ve experienced all types of weather 
in North Texas, from snow, heavy rain, 
freezing temperatures, and our favorite, 
sunshine. I had to come up with some-
thing that would work for all weather 
conditions that provided a clean space.

BY CAROLE WEST

Building a Mobile  
Sheep Shelter
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When I realized this sheep shelter was the perfect 
solution for pasture lambing, we began building 
them in a variety of sizes. After a couple seasons, I 
discovered the best size shelter is a 4’ x 4’ x 3’.

PERKS OF THIS SIZE:
 • Ewe and lamb can relax and bond inside during 
  bad weather.
 • They’re warm.
 • Sheep will use for shade when temperatures are  
  90 degrees and above.
 • Easy to move.
 • Can use for two sheep when full-grown.
 • Provides a clean environment.
 • Easy to build.
 • Won’t increase your taxes because they’re mobile.

We were already raising chickens in 
DIY chicken tractors. These coops are 
a very simple design and one after-
noon it occurred to me I could use a 
similar system for sheep shelters.

I began with modifying an exist-
ing chicken coop for the first mobile 
sheep shelter and it worked like a 
charm. The sheep shelter provides a 
clean environment for the ewe and 
lamb at all times because you move 
this onto clean ground daily.

If the weather turns to snow or heavy 
rain, I prepare a hay bed inside so they’re 
snug on dry ground. It’s also important 
to place your shelters on high ground.

If you’re thinking about raising sheep 
or goats on a small scale, you may want 
to implement these neat sheep shelters 
for your own homestead. If you’re 
handy, you can even build your own. 
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The first thing we’re going 
to do is cut our 2 x 4s for 
the frame. We’ll lay two at 

4 feet for the outside and two 3.8 
foot for the inside. Make sure you’re 
building on a flat surface and double 
check that the 3.8-foot boards are in 
between the 4-foot boards; this will 
give you a 4 x 4-foot frame once we 
assemble. It’s always a good idea 
to double check the measurements 
prior to assembly.

Let’s  
get  
started!

This mobile sheep shelter is a good op-
tion for those who are raising sheep on a 
small scale and are focused on pasture 
grazing. It can also be used as a goat 
shelter or for other small farm animals. 
This is an easy build that doesn’t require 
a fancy carpenter skill set.

It’s time to connect our 
corners. We drill two pilot 
holes at each corner; this 

will keep the wood from spitting, 
do not skip this step! The pilot 
holes will be about as wide as the 
core of the screw.

Then slowly insert long 
screws for connection, 
repeat this process at 

each corner. Once we have the 
box connected it’s time to add 
the legs.

SHELTER MEASUREMENTS
2 x 4 = Four at 3 feet —  
These represent the frame height.

2 x 4 = Four at 4 feet — For the outside 
frame wall, top and bottom.

2 x 8 = Four at 3.8 feet — For the inside 
frame wall top and bottom.

Plywood = Roof is 4 x 4 feet — If you want 
an overhang, increase measurements.

Plywood = Walls 3.9 x 2.5 feet — Wait to 
cut until the frame is assembled.

SUPPLIES LIST
Saw

Drill

Six 8-foot 2 x 4 boards

Two 4 x 8 pieces of thin plywood

24 short screws

40 long screws

Oil base outdoor paint or stain to finish

Safety gear: Wear safety goggles, work 
gloves, ear plugs, appropriate clothing, 
and work boots. 

If you need several sheep shelters, think 
about getting a building team together 
and create an assembly line to maximize 
your efforts. 

I want you to notice that the sheep shel-
ter is pretty sweet without walls. This is 
an added perk come spring or summer 
because it can be used as an open shel-
ter by removing one or two walls. Sheep 
normally don’t like to be closed in.

farm to fork :: beef stew     animals & livestoCk :: diy sheep shelter
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Take the four  
3-foot legs and 
place at each 

corner of the frame. 
We’ll be adding each leg 
one at a time beginning 
with three pilot holes, 
two on the long side and 
one on the short side. 
Repeat this process with 
all four corners.

Now insert 
three long 
screws at 

each corner to connect 
the legs. Once this is 
completed we’ll set this 
aside for just a moment.

Make another 
frame just like 
we did at the 

beginning. Remember 
to make sure those 3.8 
foot boards are inside 
the 4 feet to create that 
4 x 4-foot frame.

This next step 
is the fun part 
and helpful if 

you’re building alone. 
Take your frame with the 
legs and carefully flip 
it so the legs fit inside 
that box frame. Then 
go around to all four 
corners and connect 
those legs just like we 
did previously.

Before cutting 
your walls with 
the table saw, 

double check the  
measurements — mine 
were 3.9 x 2.5 and I left 
a small gap at the top 
for ventilation. These 
walls are added the 
same as the roof, I  
used four screws on 
each side.

Once the frame 
is completed, 
notice how 

easy the shelter is to 
move. If it feels heavy 
there is always the 
option to add wheels. 
I prefer sliding mine by 
lifting it up on 2 x 4s.

Now it’s time 
to add the roof, 
double check 

the measurements and 
if you want an over-
hang, make sure you 
cut the roof to the cor-
rect size. Then attach 
the roof using the small-
er screws. We’re drilling 
pilot holes first and 
then inserting screws all 
around the frame until 
the roof is secure.

The final step is to paint or stain the outside of the sheep shelter; 
there is no need to paint the inside. If you want to dress it up, you 
can add some fancy trim to the corners to make it more decorative. 
Have fun with this project and put your own stamp on it.  

You’re done!
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HOW TO BUILD 
DURABLE  
PIPE CORRALS
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BY SPENCER 
SMITH It’s important to know how to build 

pipe corrals because of the availability 
of material and, if done correctly, it will 

only need to be done once in a lifetime.
When my family moved to Springs Ranch 

in Fort Bidwell, California, in the early 1990s, 
the 20-year-old corrals were in rough shape. 
We went to work improving the corrals by 
replacing the rotted railroad ties and nailing 
on new lodgepoles. Fast forward to today, 
we are confronted with the situation that 
the corrals need a serious facelift again. This 
time we are not going to repeat the habit 
of building out of wood. We are replacing 
them all with drill stem and sucker rod. My 
goal is to never rebuild these corrals again.

The facelift I am doing on our corrals at 
Springs Ranch will take about five years to 

complete as time and budget allow. We are 
able to use the corrals as we build them. It 
does not have to be completed all at once. 
Make sure to time your project to suit your 
budget and homestead or ranch needs.

HOW TO BUILD PIPE CORRALS —  
TOOLS NEEDED

• Welder  — either arc or MIG/wire feed
• Metal cut-off saw, plasma cutter,  

  oxy-acetylene, or handheld bandsaw
• Post hole digger, auger, or shovel
• Concrete
• Wheelbarrow for mixing concrete
• Some good levels
• Chalk line
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We went ahead at the onset of 
this project and bought all of these 
tools. We thought we could put 
all of them to work regardless of 
how much we used them on this 
specific project. This was our first 
mistake. The best tool that we have 
found for cutting the 2 7/8” drill 
stem to the exact angles needed, 
is a Milwaukee portable bandsaw. 
This tool costs about $300 and is 
the one cutting tool that we simply 
cannot live without. We spent about 
two and a half times that much 
on a metal-cutting chop saw that 
we found to be much less effective 
and precise when making any cut 
for this project. If you are looking 
for a cutting tool specifically for 
building metal pipe corrals, I would 
get this before the $800 chop saw 
or the $1,500 plasma cutter that 
we bought. The plasma cutter has 
proven to be a useful tool, but not 
as essential for building corrals.

CORRAL LAYOUT AND  
BUILD OUT

Corral layout is the most 
important part of building new 
corrals out of metal. When the 
project is complete, the corrals will 

be concreted and welded in place. 
You do not want to have any second 
thoughts about design. I am not 
a big fan of sweeps or tubs that 
push cattle into a space that then 
gets compressed. I find this too 
stressful and counter-intuitive for 
how livestock wants to move. I am a 
believer in the Bud Box that allows 
livestock to search for a way out 
and allows them to move fast and 
fluidly through the corrals without 
getting jammed up and stressed out.

When rebuilding an existing 
set of corrals you should know 
what already works well, and 
what you want to change. When 
designing a layout of the corrals, I 
mark my layout with a chalk line. 
I can measure and mark where 
all of my posts and gates will go. 
After my layout is completed, I 
set my corner posts, then tighten a 
guide string line and set the other 
posts in the line. You will need to 
make sure that your posts are in 
a perfect line so that the top pipe 
sets correctly in the saddle cuts.

I like to concrete all the posts 
in my corrals, my line posts get 
one bag of concrete and the gate 
posts get two or more depending 

Using this simple bandsaw, you can cut perfect copes, or saddle cuts, to 
match pipe perfectly.

iamcountryside.com 
/shop

970-392-4419

By C. E. Spaulding and JaCkiE Clay

Caring For  
Cats, Dogs, 

Chickens, Sheep, 
Cattle, Rabbits 

and More!  
2nd Edition

This easy-to-use reference guide 
provides everything you need to 
know about caring for and treat-
ing pets and barnyard animals. 
Includes hundreds of strategies 
for preventing and curing com-

mon problems. How to sex a 
rabbit; The best way to dehorn a 
buck; Preventing cannibalism in 
chickens; Treating saddle sores; 
Controlling shock; Nail care for 
dogs and cats; Giving medica-
tions … and much more! Vet-

erinary Guide for Animal Owners 
provides a wealth of practical, 

no-nonsense information that no 
animal owner should be without.
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on how much pressure that point is likely to see from 
livestock. If you would like to make archways or 
bow gates over the span, you can get away with less 
concrete and have plenty of stability. I like archways 
in sorting alleys or loading chutes for protection 
against cattle spreading the corrals. Be careful that 
the arches are high enough that a cowboy doesn’t 
hit his head when following or sorting cattle.

Using a band saw,  you can cut perfect copes or 
saddle cuts for each of the rungs you are putting 
between the posts. There is a little trick to this and 
once you have it, your corrals will go up fast.

For 2 7/8” pipe corrals, measure your span two inches 
longer than what you want and 
mark the top of the pipe with a 
straight edge so your copes line 
up. Then, make the lines around 
the pipe at the exact length to 
fill the span. So if the distance 
between given posts is eight 
feet, first cut the pipe 8’ 2” and 
mark a plumb line to ensure 
your saddles line up perfectly. 
Then mark one inch off the edge 
and you are ready to cut your 
saddles. Now take your band saw 
and cut a diagonal line from the 
center of the post to the back of 
the one-inch line and repeat so 
that you have a saddle cut that 
will perfectly go around the post 
where it needs to match. This method will take you 
about 10 minutes to master and will produce the perfect 
cut every time. If working with 2 7/8” pipes, do the same 
thing but make the line ¾ inches off the end of the pipe.

Many use sucker rod for their spans because they’re 

cheap and relatively strong. I 
suggest you either weld clips onto 
the post that will allow the sucker 
rod to free float or blow through 
the posts with a plasma cutter 
or oxy-acetylene torch and run 
the sucker rod through and weld 
tight. The second option gives the 
best looking and strongest option 
for a set of pens. I warn against 
welding the sucker rod to the 
outside of the post as these tend 
to pop off when cattle crowd it 

or during 
temperature 
fluctuations.

There are many options for 
ranch or homestead fencing 
and it’s important to find the 
best material at the best price. If 
budget is a concern, tap into your 
support network to brainstorm 
creative and cheap fencing ideas.

For my loading chute, I used 
pipe and sheet metal because I do 
not want my cattle able to look 
out when I am shipping them. 
Typically, when we ship we have 
somewhere between five and 
10 trucks hauling cattle to and 
from the ranch. That means five 

or 10 truck drivers standing at the end of the corrals 
making eye contact with the cattle. To deal with my 
frustrations for cow haulers to be in the way, I made 
my chute solid and without a catwalk for the truckers. 
This eliminates the occurrence of a trucker sticking his 

Design your corrals 
well and allow 

the cattle to flow 
through them to 
reduce the need 

for hollering or hot 
shots.

I use an arc welder, but others use a  
MIG or wire feed welder for nicer results.

Cutting copes like this will make your 
corral project go quicker and easier.

farm to fork :: beef stew     animals & livestoCk :: pipe corrals
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A good loading chute allows 
livestock to be worked in as little 
stress as possible. 

head over the top of the chute 
and slowing down the cattle.

If you design your corrals 
well and allow the cattle to flow 
through them, then there is no 
need for hollering or hot shots 
in most cases. In the crowding 
alley leading to the chute, I 
chose to use highway guardrail 
because it is stout and wide 
enough that livestock won’t try to 
challenge it. It also has rounded 
edges to make sure nothing 
gets caught on a sharp edge.

Knowing how to build 
pipe corrals is a rewarding 
endeavor that can benefit 
generations to come. DIY fence 
installation makes for a happy 
homestead or ranch!  

A comprehensive look  
at one of the most  
controversial predators  
in North America.

Order at: iamcountryside.com/shop  
or call: 970-392-4419.

By Ted B. Lyon & Will N. Graves

The Science, Politics, and  
Economics of Coexisting with 

Wolves in Modern Times

THE REAL WOLF
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Proper Fence Post Depth  
TO BUILD STRONG FENCES

FENCE POST DEPTH, SIZE, AND ANCHORING 
systems can make or break your fence line. 
Despite what some people believe, making a 

long-lasting fence is not always as simple as sinking 
a post in the ground and moving on to the next post. 
There are a few great tricks you should know before 
you start making holes with your post hole digger.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT POST
Picking the right post for the job is just as critical 

as setting your fence post depth correctly; possibly 
even more so. Cedar poles are a great way to hang 
fence wire. Depending on your needs, you could 
investigate the use of fiberglass fence post rods and 
steel t-posts if your application permits. Economics 
will likely play a big role in your decision making.

Classic cedar poles make for a good low-cost con-
struction technique, but they’re not up to the task of 
supporting and bracing your corners or gates. The 
corner posts, posts stationed at rises and valleys as 
well as posts that your gates hang on are under much 
more stress. Compared to your interstitial posts 
that simply support your fencing from flopping or 
drooping, these posts need to be more substantial.

For fence posts charged with important tasks like 
these, bigger is better. Overkill as it may be, I’ve found 
that local farmers in New England who use retired 
telephone poles for their high-stress points have great 
long-term success; especially at corners, bar-ways, and 
gate openings. If you’re in the market for telephone 
poles, look on your regional craigslist.org website, 
freecycle.org, or talk to linemen you may know.

If you don’t have any luck procuring retired phone 
poles, then my alternative favorite is 6x6 pressure 
treated landscape timbers. These can be found at 
your local big box store for a reasonable cost, and are 
widely available. In a pinch, you could select, cut, and 
shape a tree from your property to use as a post, but 
that could result in premature replacement because 

of relatively quick rotting. Additionally, this method 
takes time, tools, and effort you may not have.

FROST HEAVE PREVENTION
Ever notice that telephone poles are thicker at the 

bottom? This is the natural shape of the trees they 
make them from, but the tapered shape also helps 
keep them seated in the face of frost heaving. Posts 
that are improperly buried can work their way out 
of the ground, but if we sink our posts with the fat 
end down, the tapered shape will actually help keep 
the post from rising over the years of frost-thaw 
cycling. Cedar poles have this shape too, so be sure 
to bury them correctly with the thicker end down.

Frost heaving occurs when the water in the soil 
freezes and expands. The pressure caused by this 
expansion forces soil upward and anything within it, 
including your posts. When posts are set correctly, the 
tapered shape makes it harder for them to be pushed 
out. Think of it like a watermelon seed between 
your thumb and pointer finger. If you squeeze your 
fingers the seed goes flying away from you or toward 
your palm, depending on which side of the middle 
you squeeze. The same principle is in play here.

When we bury the fat end of a post down, the frost 
heave pressure will push the post further into the 
ground. This downward pressure locks it against 
the frozen ground below, and your post stays put. 
Conversely, putting the skinny end of your tapered 
pole into the ground lets the frost heave push it 
right out of the ground. You don’t want all your 
estate fencing popping out of the ground after all 
the time and effort you spent putting it there, so 
make sure you bury your posts fat end down.   

ANCHORING POSTS
In northern climates with significant heaving 

or with posts that are supporting a significant 
weight, consider cementing them into place. Wood 
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that contacts cement is notorious for rotting 
quickly, so when you’re anchoring your posts in 
cement, be sure to follow some basic rules.

• Be sure to add gravel to the bottom of your hole 
 for water drainage. Fence post depth, size and 
 anchoring systems can make or break your  
 fence line.
• Make sure your cement anchor is tall enough to  
 end above ground, preferably in a tapered shape 
 to shed off groundwater.
• Use rot-resistant posts like cedar, pressure treated  
 timber, or good quality steel if your application  
 warrants it.

When pouring a proper post anchor, do your best 
to make it bell-shaped to take advantage of the frost 
heaving pressures to keep your post seated. Water 
will rot your post eventually, the grade of metal or 
wood you use simply dictates how long it takes to rot.

You can prolong that rotting time by having your 
cement anchor peak above the ground to reduce the 
amount of groundwater that seeps between your post 
and concrete, and having a gravel base for water to 
escape into will also extend the life of your post.

FENCE POST DEPTH
Unlike a footing or poles for a pole barn, fence posts 

don’t typically extend past the frost line. The rule of 
thumb for setting your fence post depth is this; not less 
than one-third the overall length of the pole and not 
more than half the overall length. More is actually okay, 
it’s just overkill. Setting your fence post depth to one-
third the overall length is the bare minimum since you 
run the risk of it giving way to lateral pressure, such as 
livestock rubbing against it, heavy winds or snow drifts.

This is not an either/or rule. Depending on 
how much post you need above grade will largely 
dictate your fence post depth, and as long as its 

depth is somewhere between one-third to one- half 
the overall length, you should be just fine.

Take into account how much post you need to have 
above grade when purchasing fence posts. As an exam-
ple, if you want four-foot tall posts you have a choice 
of buying a nominal overall length post of six, seven, or 
eight feet long. Most people like to have fence post tops 
level with each other, but the grade of the land may not 
cooperate. If you run the minimum length of six feet, 
you won’t have wiggle room to make that happen, but if 
you use a seven foot or eight-foot-long post, you’ll have 
plenty of length to compensate. To achieve that profes-
sional look of level post tops, either painstakingly adjust 
your fence post depth to fit your level line, or set all your 
posts to the same fence post depth, snap a level line and 
cut the excess post to length once they’re set in place.

WHAT ABOUT YOU?
Have any quick tips to add? There is so much 

more to proper fence building than I can cover 
in one article, so I’m sure you have ideas.   

Proper Fence Post Depth  
TO BUILD STRONG FENCES

FENCE POST DEPTH CHART
POST  

LENGTH
MIN.

DEPTH
MAX.

DEPTH
EXPOSED

MIN.
EXPOSED

MAX.
 3ʼ 1" 1.5ʼ 2ʼ 1.5ʼ
 4ʼ 16" 2ʼ 32" 2ʼ
 5ʼ 20" 2.5ʼ 40" 2.5ʼ
 6ʼ 2ʼ 3ʼ 4ʼ 3ʼ
 7ʼ 28" 3.5ʼ 56" 3.5ʼ
 8ʼ 32" 4ʼ 64" 4ʼ
 9ʼ 3ʼ 4.5ʼ 6ʼ 4.5ʼ
 10ʼ 40" 5ʼ 80" 5ʼ
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poultry :: diy chicken coop

DIY  
CHICKEN 
COOP PLAN:  
An Easy 3x7 Design

MANY FIRST-TIME BACKYARD  
chicken keepers intend to build 
their own coop, but the first and 

most frustrating question usually is: what 
does a chicken coop need? Information 
paralysis usually ensues, but in reality, your 
chickens really don’t need much to thrive. 
Most people go overboard, give up, or give in 
to temptation entirely and buy one of those 
outrageously expensive designer chicken 
coops. I’d like to offer my personal design as 
an easy free chicken coop plan alternative.

THE BACK STORY BEHIND MY PLAN
Before I began writing about chickens, I 

built and sold simple 3’x7’ backyard chicken 
coops to folks all over New England and New York. 
My design slowly evolved into a well-rehearsed 
pattern, becoming a balancing act between form, 
function, and economy. While keeping the bal-
ance, I was unwilling to bend on a few points.

• It had to be predator proof;
• Provide ample protection from the elements;
• Withstand a 250 lb. guy walking on the roof;
• Fit in an 8’ pickup truck bed;
• Have durable roofing that must survive at least 
 an hour long 75mph wind (for delivery);
• Be built with the least amount of wasted scrap 
 material and time;
• Have no exposed fasteners for chickens or  
 humans to catch themselves on, and
• Be easy to clean.

It’s a demanding list if you think about it, but my plan 
incorporates all that along with provisions for ventila-
tion, removable perch space, accommodations for a 12” 
deep bedding pack, nesting space, and a way to add 

electricity without the customer having to modify the 
coop themselves. This coop works as a full-time coop 
for up to six birds, at most 12 with a daily run or free 
range. The rule of thumb is one nest box per eight to 10 
hens, so the two nests I included were enough for the 
maximum of 12. Most of my customers keep their feed 
and water outside the coop since they usually include 
a run or let the chickens free range during the day.

BUILDING THE BASE
In the interest of longevity, I use 2x6 pressure treated 

timbers as main runners to build the base of the coop. 
To start, cut two 2x6 runners 7’ long. I cut a bevel 
on both ends of the runners to make my life easier 
when moving it into its final destination since a 90 
degree cut digs in every time I try to move it around. 
If you’re building your coop in place, you can skip 
that step. I highly suggest setting piers with patio 
block for the runners to sit on to keep the wood from 
being directly exposed to the ground, especially if you 
opt to use regular pine instead of pressure treated.

Next, cut five 2x3 pine studs 32 7⁄8” long for floor joists. 
Spaced equally, five joists will give you 21” on center 
which is more than enough for me to walk on while 
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“The key to everything is patience. You get the chicken by hatching the egg — not by smashing it.” — Arnold Glasow

building. If you want to upgrade these to 2x4s or use 
pressure treated 2x4s, it will add to the longevity of the 
frame, but also add to the weight which may be an issue 
if you plan to move it later. To assemble the base, use 3” 
deck screws or 3” ribbed air nails. Consider pre-drilling 
for your screws since the 2x3s may split on the ends.

Finally, cut a mid-grade ½” sheet of plywood to 3’ 
by 7’ to serve as your floor. Be selective when buying 
this sheet of plywood and find a sheet with minimal 
imperfections. When you’re thinking about how to 
clean a chicken coop, you’ll be thankful for a solid floor 
with no missing chunks. Now is a good time to consider 

painting the floor or adding linoleum if that’s your pref-
erence. I don’t suggest using a pressure-treated sheet for 
the floor unless you intend to cover it with something 
like linoleum. You don’t want to overly expose your 
backyard chickens to pressure treating chemicals.

Once you’ve cut your floor as square as possible, 
screw it to your base frame using 1 ¼” decking screws. 
Start by screwing an edge along one base runner, then 
square the rest of the frame to the sheet of plywood. If 
there is plywood overhanging the frame when you’re 
done screwing it down completely, use a router or saw 
to remove the excess since it will cause you issues later.

TOOLS SUGGESTED:
-HAMMER
-ELECTRIC DRILL
-TAPE MEASURE
-PENCIL
-CARPENTER’S LEVEL
-HAMMER-TYPE T-50 STAPLE GUN
-SQUARE
-DRILL BIT
-ROUTER WITH ¼” PANEL BIT, OR JIGSAW 
 WITH A FINE BLADE.
-HOLE SAW
-RAZOR OR LINOLEUM KNIFE

GET THE CUT SHEET HERE:  
BACKYARDPOULTRY.IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM/CUT-SHEET 
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BUILDING THE FRAME
Next, follow the cut sheet and pre-cut your studs, 

rafters and front support. I use a pneumatic finish 
nailer to toe-nail these boards in place, but you can 
do the same with regular finish nails or screws. The 
whole frame will be very unstable until you add 
your siding, so be patient. When toe-nailing these 
boards in do not install them as if you were building a 
house wall, but instead, have the long surface facing 
out. Installing your studs in this fashion gives you 
a wider surface to screw your siding to and reduces 
the nooks and crannies you need to clean out later.

Note that the back studs, back rafter plate and rafters 
are 2x3s, but the front studs are 2x4s and the front 
rafter support is 2x6. This is an important design issue 
since the front of the coop is a wide-open 7’ span and 
it requires proper support. The front 2x4 studs also 
give me the needed mounting surface for the hinges 
I use to support the front doors, which is critical. 
I use the 3” ribbed air nails to secure the rafters to 
both front and rear plates, but you can use a 3” deck 
screw. Just like the base, I suggest pre-drilling your 
screws to minimize splitting of your rafters. When 
attaching the rafters to the back wall top plate, use a 
scrap of ½” plywood to space your rafters ½” higher 

on the back plate. Having your rafters sit ½” higher 
than the back plate allows your roof to sit flush.

ADDING SIDING
I use ³⁄8” texture one-eleven (or T111) which is effec-

tively plywood with a clapboard appearance. This 
makes cutting and attaching my siding an easy affair, 
but note that up to this point the frame is unstable and 
not square, so be sure to cut your siding as square and 
accurately as possible since you will be relying on it to 
square up the frame. There is a ½” overlap with most 
T111 which gives it a more seamless look, so mind 
which side has the overlap or underlay side. From the 
edge of the frame to the center of the middle stud is 
42”, which is the length you should cut the panel that 
will underlay, but be sure to add ½” to the overlapping 
panel since its edge will be ½” past center to close the 
overlap. Both these back panels will be 37” tall, and be 
sure your grooves are running vertical, not horizontal 
when you go to cut them. I suggest squaring to the rear 
rafter plate first, then squaring along one end to bring 
the wobbly framework into square with the siding. An 
alternative to cutting your rear side panels to length 
would be to mount them as 4’ wide sheets and then cut 
off the excess with a saw or router and bit, however, you 
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will be slightly more challenged with properly squaring 
the frame. I fasten the panels with a pneumatic crown 
staple, but a short deck screw will work fine, if not better.

The sides are slightly more complex, but not hard if you 
take your time. I cut them from 1 sheet of T111 by first 
cutting my sheet to a 36” width, having the underlay edge 
on the waste piece. This new clean edge will be the edge 
that faces the door. Using the smooth back of the sheet, 
measure 47 1⁄8” (or 47.125”) toward the center of the sheet 
from the end of the sheet. Using a square, then measure 
in 1 ½” at the end of each line you just made (toward the 
center of the sheet) and make a line. This line is the top 
of the 2x6 at the front of the coop. On the overlap side, 
measure 37” from the end of the sheet and use a straight 
edge to connect that point to the end of the 1 ½” line you 
just made. Now you have your pattern drawn out and 
you can cut them out as carefully and straight as you 
can. Align your new side sheets first with the 2x6 and the 
front 2x4 stud when fastening, then bring the frame into 
alignment by continuing to align the sheet to the bottom 
and back wall. Again, I attach these panels with pneu-
matic staples, but short deck screws will work just fine.

BUILDING DOORS
These doors are simple but effective. Make four 42” 

long 2x3 studs with 45-degree ends, four 46 ½” 
2x3 studs with 45-degree ends and two studs 37 
¼” with 90-degree ends. Assemble them as pic-
tured by toe-nailing them together with finish 
nails or pre-drill and screw together with long 
deck screws. Cut two T111 panels to 42” by 46 ½” 
with the panel lines following the 46 ½” edge.

The easiest way to make the windows is with a 
router and panel bit. A panel bit is a cutter that you 
can plunge (drill) into a sheet of wood and then cut 
an opening with the side of the bit. Panel bits allow 
you to cut a window opening that is flush to the studs 
in the wall and make your life easier, but you can 
alternatively drill the four corners and then cut the 
opening out with a saw, which I’ve done before, but the 
end result looks cleaner with a router and panel bit.

Pin locks on the top and bottom inside of one door 
will secure it and allow you to lock the doors together.

Temporarily attach the door panels with a screw in 
each corner and use your panel bit to open the hole for 
your window. Remove your panel and cover the window 
area with ½” hardware wire. Do not use chicken wire 
because wire is to keep chickens in, not chicken predators 
out. Staple the hardware wire in place and put the door 
panel back on the frame. Screw the panel in place with 
short deck screws. Hang your new doors, install bolt 
latches inside the frame to secure the door you don’t 
plan on opening often, and then add an exterior latch 
to close the other door. Do this before you add a roof.
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Above: The Finished Chicken Coop (Reader Submitted)
Thank you so much for these plans! I am really happy with 
the coop and so are our chickens. I’m a beginner (maybe an 
advanced beginner?) at woodworking and this project was 
perfect for my skill level. The plans and directions are clear, 
especially in comparison to others that I looked at. - Ann B.

ROOFING
Cut a ½” plywood sheet to 89 ½” by 44”. 

Temporarily screw 2x6 scraps to the underside 
of the roof and rest them against the doors you 
just installed. Center your roof and screw it 
down using 1” to 1 ½” deck screws, securing it 
well to the rafters. Trim the back and side edges 
with ½” drywall cap, secured with staples.

This size roof should use 1 regular bundle of 
typical 3 tab shingles if you use a guard course 
on the bottom but none on the sides. I preferred 
to use a pneumatic stapler with T50 ¾” staples to 
secure shingles because a regular roofing nail will 
protrude and leave a sharp point for either you or 
your birds to injure yourselves on. Shingle the roof 
like any other roof, cut the excess off the top edge 
of the roof and cap it with a 6” wide drip edge.

FINISHING TOUCHES
I found that the metal corner edging used 

for drop ceilings makes a perfect trim for these 
coops. Home improvement stores sell it in 10-foot 
lengths, so cut them to size with tin snips and 
attach them to the coop with liquid nails, finish 
nails, or crown staples. Pop two holes near the 
windows on the sides of the coops and install a 
round soffit vent on either side so you have a spot 
to pass an electrical cord through. Take the scrap 
1’ by 7’ plywood piece from cutting the floor and 
use it as a kick board to keep shavings in the coop.

Note the simple plywood plate I added to let the  
2x3 perch nest in place. Having a removable nest  
makes life easier.

I make two plywood plates to cradle a 2x3 perch 
and attach them to the side panels. I usually attach 
nesting boxes to the door that swings out without 
unlatching the inner locks. If you want a small 
chicken door, install a 12” steel service door like 
the ones sold at home improvement stores meant 
to install in sheet rock for a plumbing access 
door. Consider adding smaller 6” doors for your 
chicken nesting boxes. For the winter months, 
either staple painter’s plastic drop cloth over your 
windows or cut two panels of thin Plexiglass and 
secure them with turnbuckles for the winter.

Have fun with this plan and happy building.  
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How to 
Avoid 

Chicken 
Feed 

Storage 
Mistakes

poultry :: feed storage

CHICKEN FEED STORAGE is not something that 
many of us put much thought into. We’re usually 
more concerned about coop design, predator 

control, and keeping our birds healthy. As important 
as these things are, proper chicken feed storage is just 
as important, and it doesn’t take too much effort to 
do it right! Unfortunately, if stored incorrectly, your 
chicken feed can make your birds sick, make them stop 
laying, or in extreme instances, kill them. You may be 
feeding chickens table scraps and other treats, but it’s 
still imperative that you provide your hens and roosters 
with good, palatable, and well-balanced chicken feed.

CHICKEN FEED STORAGE
Livestock feed is a relatively stable product, but there 

are a few common reasons that feed is lost or spoiled. 
Rodents, insects, fungi, moisture, and rancidity are the 
most common reasons that feed is lost on the farm.

RODENT DAMAGE
Chicken feed storage isn’t just about finding a place 

to park your extra bag of feed. Mice and rats are good 
at finding your stores, and if your feed is hanging 
out in the bag you bought it in, then it’s likely that a 
rodent will chew your bag open. If you have a large 
rodent population, or if you give them enough time, 

mice or rats can easily relieve you of lots of feed, 
which is money down the drain. What’s more, mice 
and rats carry diseases your birds can catch. If rodents 
infect your feed supply, you can quickly make your 
birds ill. Additionally, giving rodents an easy and 
plentiful food supply makes your life harder when 
trying to rid your coop of disease-carrying vermin.

INSECT DAMAGE
Chickens love to eat bugs, but not all bugs are 

clean. Insects, just like rodents, can be carriers of 
disease. If those carriers live in your feed, then 
you could be feeding your birds diseased feed.

Moths, weevils, and beetles love to eat livestock 
feed. Just like rodents, if there are enough of them, 
they can make a serious dent in your feed stores. 
You want to feed your chickens, not the pests. These 
unwelcome guests thrive and reproduce the best 
between 75 and 100 degrees, so summertime is 
when you can expect to see issues with insects.

FUNGAL DAMAGE
Proper chicken feed storage is essential, especially 

if you want to prevent your feed from going moldy. 
Mold in the feed is not uncommon, and you may even 
find small chunks of moldy feed in a bagged feed 
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from the feed mill itself. Moldy feed in the milling 
process is unavoidable since little nooks and crannies 
of the system collect bits of feed that spoil in the 
system. Eventually, those bits will detach and wind 
up in a batch of feed. Small chunks of spoiled feed are 
nothing to be concerned about, but when your entire 
feed store is infected with fungi, you have an issue. 
The fungus that grows in feed can create mycotoxins 
that can poison your birds and can give your feed an 
off flavor that your birds will not like. Fungal growth 
is most likely to occur when the humidity hits 65 
percent or higher outside, and 77 degrees or higher.

HUMIDITY
The biggest challenge of chicken feed storage is 

moisture. Humidity can encourage the growth of fungi, 
break down pelleted feed into mush and outright 
spoil your feed. The most common reason that fed 
gets wet is rain or the natural condensation effect that 
occurs in storage containers. Many people use barrels 
or bins to keep their feed safe and dry, but as the heat 
rises and falls with every day, these barrels collect 
condensation on the inside walls. This process can 
be exaggerated if these bins are in direct sunlight.

If you live in a climate that has big swings in tem-
perature, keep your bins out of the sun. If you can’t 
keep them out of the sun, consider insulating them with 
reflective insulation to reduce the heat and slow the 
change of temperature. Insulating bins will help reduce 

the accumulation of moisture because of inside tempera-
ture changes. Additionally, allowing your containers to 
vent, will let the moisture out. Make sure your ventila-
tion doesn’t allow bugs, rodents, or rain into your feed.

RANCID FEED
Mixed feeds don’t last forever. Just like food in 

your refrigerator can turn rancid, so can your feed. 
Fats used in the production of chicken feed will 
eventually oxidize, which turns the feed rancid.

A rancid feed will have an odor about it, and it’s not 
a pleasant odor. Feed that has turned rancid contains 
toxins that will stunt a bird’s growth, and the taste 
will be off-putting. This poor taste will lead your 
birds to avoid eating it as well, and if you’re raising 
meat birds, that will mean you’ll see lower weight 
gains. Fungi and insect damage hasten this process, 
which is why proper chicken feed storage is critical.

HOW LONG DOES FEED KEEP?
When grain is ground at the mill and your chicken 

feed is mixed together, it’s contaminated with fungi 
and insect larvae. It’s unavoidable just like those 
errant chunks of moldy feed, just because the feed 
mill’s system is bound to have some contaminated 
feed somewhere in the vast production system. It’s an 
unfortunate but unavoidable fact of livestock feed.

Most chicken feed is pelleted before it’s bagged, which 
does a lot of good for the shelf life of your chicken feed. 

poultry :: feed storage
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can react with 
metal containers. 
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When feed is pelleted, it’s pressed 
through a blazing hot pellet die. 
This cooking and the pressing action 
heats the feed and kills the lion’s 
share of contaminants in the ration. 
If properly kept, your pelleted feed 
should store for a minimum of 
three months, and if conditions are 
well-regulated, up to six months.

DOES FEED TYPE MATTER?
All feed should be stored in 

a cool, dry, and dark place, but 
some feedstuffs are more prone 
to spoilage than others. Manufac-
tured and pelleted feed that does 
not include extra fats, such as 
molasses, should all keep between 
the three to six-month window. 
Your feedstuffs will store longer 
if given the right environment 
but will spoil quickly if exposed 
to moisture, sun, and rodents.

WHERE TO KEEP FEED
Formulated feed likes to be 

parked in a cool, dry place. If you 
have the luxury of having a feed 
room to store your feed, lucky you. 
For those of us who don’t have 
that luxury, it’s wise to keep your 
feed in a container that stays out of 
direct sunlight and is watertight, 
but not necessarily airtight.

WHAT ABOUT CONTAINERS?
Drums and trash cans are a popu-

lar place to keep feed, especially for 
chicken feed storage. Be aware that 
feed can react with metal containers. 
If using steel, or a galvanized trash 
can, keep bagged feeds in the bag 
instead of spilling them into the 
steel container. Food-safe steel 
barrels have a non-reactive liner in 
them, usually made of porcelain or 
food-safe paint. These liners will 

protect your feed from reacting 
with the steel. Plastic or poly barrels 
are best for avoiding reactivity. 
However, they don’t resist light as 
well as metal, and they don’t resist 
chewing by rodents as well as steel.

KEEPING YOUR BIRDS HAPPY
You’ve spent the time to learn 

how and what to feed chickens, 
now take it a step further and make 
sure your feed stays in top form. 
For those of us who have only a 
handful of chickens, buying and 
storing 50 pounds of feed at a time 
can be a challenge. The bottom line 
is: as long as you keep your feed 
safe, cool, and dry, you’ll have no 
issues with spoiled feed, and your 
chickens will have clean, fresh feed 
to support their egg laying!  
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FROM TRASH  
TO TREASURE: 
Upcycling on  
the Homestead

SELF-SUSTAINING LIVING on our farm means 
I try to reduce the amount of waste that the farm 
sends to the landfill. It’s not always easy and I 

try to think creatively in order to reduce the waste.
Every week, the residents in our chicken runs 

and coops eat through two 50-pound bags of feed. 
Every week that is two poly bags that end up in 
the refuse pile waiting for trash pickup. The longer 
we farm, the more conscious I am of how much 
waste we produce. I doubt I will ever get it down 
to zero, but if I can continually reduce the amount 
of stuff that comes from our homestead and goes to 
a landfill, I will be satisfied that I tried my best.

Some things we naturally have always used at least 
twice before it heads to its final destiny. Although news-
papers are recyclable, I normally use them again to line 
the floor of the rabbit hutch or the chick brooder in the 
spring. Cardboard boxes usually are recycled through 
the coop as chicken nesting boxes or hiding spots for 
smaller chickens. And then there is the issue of what 
to feed chickens. Poly bags are now the way chicken 
feed is sold. Two bags a week, 52 weeks per year, 104 
feed bags total and that is just from the chicken feed!

I see the pile of feed bags accumulate every week on 
our farm and it bothers me to send them to the landfill.

Coming up with some additional uses was 
fun and creative. Basically, many of the uses you 
have for a purchased vinyl tarp can be replaced 
by using an empty poly vinyl feedbag.

WAYS YOU CAN REUSE EMPTY FEED BAGS
Make your empty feed bags into tote bags and reus-

able shopping bags. Take these to the grocery store, 

poultry :: upcycling
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library, any place that uses those 
tiny annoying plastic shopping 
bags that only hold three items.

Reuse the empty feed bags as 
trash bags, instead of garbage bags. 
We always have an empty feed bag 
propped up in our feed room. We 
use it to collect the tops from the 
feed bags and any other trash.

Use the poly fabric feed sack 
as you would use any wipe clean 
fabric. Make place mats, coasters, 
stadium seats, and covers for 
patio furniture cushions. Here 
are photos showing the coffee 
sleeves I made from a feed bag.

Around the farm or barnyard, 
reuse the feed sacks to line the 
nest boxes for ease of cleaning. I 
also use the bags to cover open 
windows for storm protection 
or to cover the duck house open 
space at the top during the coldest 
part of winter. We do the same 
with the top parts of the rabbit 
house too. The large wire-covered 
“windows” are great for summer 
ventilation but leave too much space 
for cold winds during winter.

USING POLY FEED BAGS 
FOR OTHER ANIMAL 
HOUSING NEEDS

In our rabbit hutch with runs, 
we use the feed bags under a 
few inches of dirt and mulch or 
bedding. The poly vinyl bags 
help protect the wooden floor 
in the hutch. In the run, having 
the old chicken feed sacks under 
the dirt keeps the rabbits from 
digging out under the fencing.

I haven’t thought of any ways 
to reuse the poly vinyl feed 
sack with any activities for the 
sheep and goats, but give me 
some time to think about it!

At the end of the day, the import-
ant thought is that we should be 
aware of what we use and throw 
away. Anyone can work toward 
a more self-sustaining living by 
taking small steps. Even if you are 
being careful about how much 

you consume and throw away, 
there is waste. Thinking about the 
waste products and coming up 
with a way to replace another item 
with something recycled from the 
poly vinyl feed bags will help keep 
some trash out of the landfills.

COMPOST, THE ULTIMATE 
REUSABLE PRODUCT 
FROM THE COOP

Making sure we are responsibly 
caring for the coop manure and 
used bedding is very important. 
Not only cleaning the coop out 
regularly, but turning the waste 
into dark compost is the healthy 
way to control the waste. After a 
year, the compost added to soil will 
provide nitrogen and other nutri-
ents to the soil in your garden.  

Hatch your own eggs…
Brinsea the world leading incubator manufacturer is adding 
to its range of incubators, brooders, egg candlers 
and automatic coop door openers.  
All with 3 year warranty.

www.brinsea.comFor more information 
www.brinsea.com 
or call 1-888-667-7009

NEW
range

Free 
Color 

Catalog

PRODUCTS THAT IMPROVE THE LIVES OF
BACKYARD FLOCKS AND PET CHICKENS
Hen Saver chicken saddle/hen apron • Hen Holster chicken 
diaper/harness • Birdy Bra crop bra (for pendulous or slow 

crops) • Birdy Bootie (to protect against and heal bumblefoot)

Learn more about our award-winning patented 
and patent-pending products for chickens at: 

www.HenSaver.com • 800-980-4165

www.CrazyKFarm.com

At the end of the 
day, the important 
thought is that we 
should be aware of 
what we use and 

throw away. 
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beekeeping :: bee hotel

EVEN THOUGH WE HAVE  
several honey bee hives 
on our property, our 

strawberries were not getting 
pollinated. After a bit of research, 
we learned that strawberries 
aren’t a favorite of honey bees but 
they are a favorite of native bees. 
So, we did what anyone would 
do, we made some bee hotels.

WHY NATIVE BEES MATTER
When we were just starting 

beekeeping, we thought that as 
long as we had honey bees on our 
property all our fruit and vegetable 
plants would get pollinated. We 
were wrong. There are some flowers 
that are actually pollinated better 
by native bees than by honey bees.

Cranberries, cherries, blueberries, 
and many other native fruits were 
pollinated by native bees long 
before honey bees were introduced 
to North America. It’s estimated 
that 80 percent of flowering plants 
are pollinated by native bees.

For those who would like to 
start beekeeping but have allergic 
reactions to bee stings, this is very 
good news. Since native bees don’t 
need to protect honey stores most 
of them are extremely docile.

HOW TO HELP NATIVE BEES
Planting plants that attract 

bees is something everyone 
can do to support all pollina-
tors including native bees.

Learning how to make a bee 
watering station is a way to help 
native bees and honey bees. Bees 
and other pollinators need water 
just like other animals and it’s 
much better for them to drink 
from fresh watering stations 
than having them hang out at 
the kiddie pool getting a drink.

Another way to have native bees 
is to build bee hotels for them. 
Unlike honey bees, native bees 
don’t live in hives, and most of 
them are solitary bees. They make 
their homes (nests) in wood or 

THE BASICS  
OF MAKING  

A BEE HOTEL

BY  
ANGI SCHNEIDER
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“Everything takes time. Bees have to move very fast to stay still.”  — David Foster Wallace

old bricks and some even make 
their homes in the ground.

WHO WILL OCCUPY 
A BEE HOTEL?

What species take up residence 
in your bee hotel will depend on 
where you live. In most areas, red 
and blue mason bees, leaf cutter 
bees, and solitary wasps will move 
in. Each species prefers its own 
size room, so it’s good to make 
your bee hotel with various sizes 
or make several bee hotels each 
one with its own size of rooms.

HOW TO MAKE A BEE HOTEL
There are many things you 

can make your bee hotel out of, 
including cardboard tubes, bamboo 
sticks, hollow stems of plants, and 
untreated wood are a few ideas.

We decided to use bamboo sticks 
and large tree branches that have 
been previously cut since that’s 
what we have on our property.

No matter what you use, there 
are a few things that all bee hotels 
need to have. The first thing they 

need is a roof or some kind of 
shelter. This will help protect the 
contents of the rooms from rain. 
They also need to be about four to 
six inches wide and have a solid 
back; only one side should be open.

You will want to replace the bee 
hotels every couple of years and 
make sure that they are safe and 
dry for the winter. The bees will 
be laying their eggs in the hotel 
and in order to make sure they do 
not rot over the winter, it’s best 
to bring them into a covered area 
such as a barn for the winter.

MAKING A BEE HOTEL 
FROM BAMBOO

Bamboo is a great item to use 
for a bee hotel because they are 
hollow and come in various 
sizes. We cut ours into six-inch 
lengths and made sure that they 
were hollow all the way through. 
Although bamboo is hollow, there 
are knots every so often that are not 
hollow. You can either cut around 
those or drill through them.

Once you have all your bamboo 
cut, you can tie a string around 
them or put them in a can, glass 
jar, or wooden box and hang them 
up. If you are only going to tie a 
string around them, you will need 
to cut the bamboo in such a way 
that each length has one solid end.

MAKING A BEE HOTEL 
FROM WOOD

You can either purchase wood, 
use scraps from another project, 
or use wood from trees on your 
property. The most important 
thing is that the wood needs to be 
untreated; if you’re not sure if it 
has been treated then don’t use it.

Making a bee hotel from wood is 
super easy as you’re just going to 
drill holes in it, making sure that 
you don’t drill all the way through. 
You will want to be able to hang it 
so you might want to drill one hole 
all the way through at the top.

Making bee hotels is a super fun 
project and something that even the 
youngest children can help with.  

Each species 
prefers its own size 
room, so it’s good to 
make your bee hotel 

with various sizes 
or make several 

bee hotels each one 
with its own size 

 of rooms.
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Creating the  
Best Water Sources  

for Bees

LIKE ALL ANIMALS, HONEY BEES 
need a dependable source of water year 
round. The best water sources for bees 

are ones that won’t go dry in the summer, 
won’t drown the bees, and won’t be shared 
with livestock or pets. Although honey bees 
adore a nice salt water pool, it’s a good idea 
to establish your water source before your 
bees begin chasing away the sunbathers.

Honey bees drink water like other animals, 
but they also use it for other purposes. In winter 
especially, honey bees use water to dissolve 
crystallized honey and thin honey that has 
become too thick and viscous. In summer, they 
spread droplets of water along the edges of 
brood comb, and then fan the comb with their 
wings. The rapid fanning sets up air currents 
that evaporate the water and cools the nest to 
the right temperature for raising baby bees.

HONEY BEES COLLECT FOUR THINGS
In a healthy honey bee colony, foragers 

collect four different things from the environ-
ment. Depending on what the colony needs 
at a particular time, the bees may collect 
nectar, pollen, propolis, or water. Both pollen 
and propolis are carried in pollen baskets 
on the bees’ hind legs, whereas water and 
nectar are carried internally in the crop.

In most cases, a bee will collect the same 
thing all day, one trip after another. So once a 
water-carrying bee transfers her load of water 
to a house bee, she goes back to the same source 
and fills her crop again. However, sometimes a 
forager can’t find a house bee willing to accept 
her load of water. If that happens, she knows 
the colony now has all the water it needs, so she 
begins to forage for something else instead.

Honey bees often choose water that says 
“Yuck!” to the rest of us. They may choose 
stagnant ditch water, slimy flower pots, muddy 
mole holes, or a pile of wet leaves. Unfortunately 
for rural and backyard beekeepers, they are also 
attracted to the smell of salt and chlorine, which 
are frequently added to swimming pools. While 
it seems logical to supply sparkling clean water 
for your bees, they will probably ignore it.

THE BEST WATER SOURCES 
FOR BEES HAVE A SMELL

When deciding on the best water sources 
for bees, it helps to think like a bee. Although 
every bee has five eyes, bee eyes are attuned 
to detecting motion and changes in light 
levels, not the detail we are accustomed to 

beekeeping :: bee water sources
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seeing. In addition, bees travel high and fast, so 
they may easily overlook potential water sources.

Biologists believe that bees probably find most of 
their water by scent rather than sight, so a water source 
with a smell will be more attractive. Water that smells 
like wet earth, moss, aquatic plants, worms, decompo-
sition, or even chlorine, has a better chance of attracting 
a bee than sparkling water straight from the tap.

Smelly or slimy water sources have the advantage of 
containing a wide range of nutrients as well. Although 
a bee gets most of her nutrients from nectar and 
pollen, some water sources are rich in vitamins and 
micronutrients that can boost honey bee nutrition.

MAKE YOUR BEE WATERER SAFE
The other thing bees like is a safe place to stand. Water 

in a steep-sided container or water that flows quickly is 
dangerous to a bee because they can easily drown. To 
solve this problem, beekeepers have devised all kinds 
of bee watering stations. A saucer filled with marbles 
or stones makes an excellent water station. Equally 
good is a bucket of water with plenty of “bee rafts.” 
These can be corks, sticks, sponges, or packing peanuts 
— anything that floats. If you are a gardener, you may 
have a hose with a slow leak or a drippy irrigation head 
that can be moved to a convenient location and allowed 
to seep into the ground. Others use hummingbird 
feeders filled with water or small ponds with lily pads.

PLEASE BEES: USE THIS, NOT THAT
Sometimes, though, honey bees are stubborn 

and no matter how many creative water features 
you design, they prefer your neighbor’s place. 
Besides the pool, your bees may take a shine to your 
neighbor’s pet bowl, horse trough, potted plant, 
birdbath, or even worse, the pinned-up laundry.

Unfortunately, bees are creatures of habit and once 
they find a reliable source they will return again 
and again. Since getting your bees to change their 

source is nearly impossible, it is best to establish a 
source for them before they find one by themselves.

CLOSE, BUT NOT TOO CLOSE
Honey bees can travel long distances to find the 

resources they need. Normally, a colony forages 
within a couple miles of home. However, in times of 
stress when resources are in short supply, a bee may 
travel five miles to get what she needs. Of course, 
this is not ideal because the trip may require more 
resources than she collects. In short, the best water 
sources for bees will be reasonably close to the hive.

However, the bees’ system of communicating the 
location of resources — the dance language — works 
best for things that are not too close to the hive. For 
things just a few feet away, a bee can say the source is 
close, but she has trouble explaining exactly where it is. 
If the thing is a bit further away, she can give a direction. 
So for best results, have the bee waterer a short flight 
from home, perhaps 100 feet, not right under the hive.

ATTRACTING BEES TO YOUR WATERER
When first establishing a water source, it can help 

to spike it with chlorine. A teaspoon of chlorine 
bleach in a bucket of water may be enough to get 
the bees’ attention. Other beekeepers add a handful 
of ground oyster shells to a pie pan of water, which 
gives the water a faintly salty ocean smell the bees 
find attractive. Alternatively, you can use a weak 
sugar solution in a bee waterer. Once the bees find it, 
they will empty it quickly and come back for more.

When luring the bees with chlorine, salt, or sugar, 
you can stop adding the attractant as soon as the 
bees become accustomed to the source. After a 
few days, they will “forget” what was there and 
simply think of it as water. The most important 
thing is to establish a pattern early, as soon as your 
bees arrive before they develop bad habits.  
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Wasp Sting 
Home Remedies

WHEN YOU SPEND MOST OF YOUR TIME 
outdoors, whether you’re in the garden or in 
the woods, you’ll want to have a wasp sting 

home remedy handy. Wasps include yellowjackets and 
hornets. While only the female wasps have stingers, 
they can sting multiple times, unlike bees that usually 
die after stinging a human. True story: bee stingers 
are meant for stinging bees, not humans! So a bee 
can sting another bee multiple times and not lose its 
stinger. But a bee that stings a human probably has 
more to worry about than the human who gets stung.

Still, getting stung by a wasp is no picnic, and the 
swelling and pain caused by a wasp sting can be 
uncomfortable at best, downright agonizing at worst. 
Home remedies for bug bites vary depending on the 
bug doing the biting, and knowing a good wasp sting 
home remedy can help ease the pain and discomfort 
and get you back outside where you want to be when 
the sun is shining and the breezes are blowing.

VINEGAR
Vinegar has a long list of healing properties. It works 
for all sorts of stomach upsets and gastric maladies, 
it’s a great remedy for sore throats, it can be used in 
fire cider as a remedy for colds and flu, and some 

research indicates it may even help regulate blood sugar 
levels. If you know how to make vinegar, homemade 
vinegars are even better for using as home remedies.

As a wasp sting home remedy, vinegar can be 
used as a way to neutralize a wasp sting. Soak 
a large cotton ball in vinegar and then soak the 
wasp sting in vinegar for 15 minutes to help 
relieve pain and inflammation from the venom.

TURMERIC PASTE
Turmeric powder has just as many uses for home 

remedies and belongs in everyone’s home apothecary. 
In addition to its anti-cancer, antibacterial, warming, 
and drying properties, turmeric is also a great anti-in-
flammatory substance. We all know how turmeric 
tea can help jump-start your body’s immune system, 
heal a sore throat, and that turmeric powder can even 
help reduce inflammation from bruising or external 
injuries. As a home remedy for wasp stings, it’s these 
anti-inflammatory properties that make it so effective.

To use turmeric as a wasp sting home remedy, mix a 
tablespoon of turmeric powder with just enough warm 
(not hot) water to make a thick paste. Spread the paste 
on a clean piece of cheesecloth or sterile bandage mate-
rial and apply it to the wasp sting for at least 15 minutes, 

growing :: wasp sting remedy
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Wasp Sting 
Home Remedies

or until the pain and swelling have 
gone down. You can repeat this 
as many times as needed until the 
pain and discomfort has subsided.

COPPER PENNIES
Strange, but true! Holding a 

cool copper penny against a small 
wasp sting can help reduce the 
inflammation and pain. (Make sure 
it’s one of the old genuine copper 
pennies and not a new penny which 
is actually a combination of copper, 
zinc, and other metals.) We usually 
keep a couple of copper pennies 
in the cool pack when we’re out 
hiking or canoeing, and in a pinch, 
you can put a 
copper penny 
in the freezer 
for five minutes 
before applying 
it as a wasp sting 
home remedy.

BASIL LEAVES
If you’re grow-

ing basil in your 
herb garden as a 
tasty addition to 
tomato soup and 
sauces, you’ll be 
happy to know 
that this fresh 
herb also has 
many healing 
properties. Fresh 
basil is known to 
herbalists as a cooling, anti-inflam-
matory plant that has many of the 
same uses as medical marijuana, 
but thankfully is legal to grow in 
your backyard. Fresh basil leaves 
are anti-bacterial and can be used 
to disinfect skin surfaces if a wasp 
sting has caused irritation to the 
skin. Fresh basil also contains a 
healthy amount of antioxidants that 
can help protect against skin prob-
lems and even some types of cancer.

To use basil as a wasp sting 
remedy, pick a few whole fresh 
basil leaves from your herb garden 
and apply them one at a time to 

the site of the sting for at least 15 
minutes. You can reapply fresh 
leaves every 15 minutes until the 
pain, redness, and swelling of the 
wasp sting have been relieved.

SLICED RAW VEGETABLES
If you have lots of fresh, raw 

vegetables from your garden handy 
when you need a wasp sting remedy, 
you can use slices of fresh raw garlic, 
potato, and cucumber to relieve the 
pain and swelling from a wasp sting.

Raw white potatoes are slightly 
astringent (drying) and cooling on 
the skin, and will help suck out any 
venom that may have been injected 

from a wasp sting. 
Cucumbers, as 
you may know, 
are great for 
moisturizing eyes 
and chapped lips, 
and their cooling 
effect will also 
help reduce pain 
and inflammation 
from a wasp sting. 
Garlic is drying 
and slightly 
warming, and a 
small slice of fresh 
garlic can help 
dry up a messy 
wasp sting.

You might not 
have any raw 
vegetables handy 

while you’re out hiking or in a 
canoe, but if you’re working around 
the house and garden and happen 
to be the unfortunate recipient of a 
wasp sting, these home remedies 
can help you relieve the pain and 
swelling quickly. Remember that 
if you or someone you know is 
allergic to hornets, wasps or yellow 
jackets, having an Epi Pen nearby 
is a good idea in case of an allergic 
reaction from a wasp sting.

Do you have a favorite wasp 
sting home remedy that you 
rely on for fast relief?  

   “There is definitely a part of you
that is superior to all confusion and
that part is superior to it right now.”
This is one response to a number of
questions asked by a professional
counselor of Vernon Howard. There are
five special letters giving numerous
insightful answers to life’s perplexing
problems. The letters are of a very
lofty nature which will lead  you to a
much higher way of living.

Order this booklet by Vernon Howard today!
Send only $5 (Shipping included) to: 

New Life • PO Box 2230-AP • Pine AZ 85544
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www.anewlife.org
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whole grains. www.grainmaker.com 
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“A garden is a friend you can visit any time.” — Okakura Kakuzo

Knowing a 
good wasp sting 

home remedy 
can help ease 
the pain and 

discomfort and 
get you back 

outside.

NATURALLY 
BUG-FREE

75 Simple,  
Nontoxic  
Recipes

iamcountryside.com/shop
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A SUCCESSFUL GARDENING SEASON means 
you’re probably drowning in produce. 
And you don’t want it to go right into the 

compost pile. So how do you store all this stuff?

TO FRIDGE OR NOT TO FRIDGE
Though it’s a marvelous invention, the refrigerator 

isn’t for everything. It preserves some and kills others. 
But the list is not that complicated. Ripe winter squash 
and pumpkins, Irish and sweet 
potatoes, onions and garlic 
store best it in the root cellar. 
Otherwise, the fridge is fine.

Potatoes and sweet pota-
toes, squash, and alliums 
are very much alive. They’re 
ready to sprout if conditions 
are right and the fridge can 
shorten their life. Cold tem-
peratures convert starches 
into sugars, starches alliums 
and potatoes need as fuel for 
new growth. And counter-
tops are the same temperature as soil during a nice 
spring day. Too long in a warm room will trigger 
your vegetables to move into the next season. Even 
squash will soften and seeds will germinate inside.

The perfect location for these living vegetables is in 
a dark room at about 55 degrees F. The temperature 
keeps them dormant but doesn’t damage the vegetable. 

Airflow allows them to breathe. And the lack of light 
hinders sprouting for a while longer. Root cellars nat-
urally maintain this environment if they’re not damp.

The “living vegetable” rule can also apply to apples 
but doesn’t work for berries or other tree fruits such 
as pears, peaches, and apricots. If you’re still storing 
those this late in the year, put them in the refriger-
ator if you don’t plan to use them immediately.

Refrigeration is best for anything green and for 
root vegetables such as beets, 
turnips, carrots, and Jerusalem 
artichokes. Even kohlrabi, which 
isn’t technically a root, stores 
best in the fridge. Between 32 
to 40 degrees F, with humidity 
of 90 to 95%, is best. Consider 
storing these vegetables in 
breathable plastic bags, the 
same way carrots are stored in 
the grocery store. Don’t worry 
about washing them; they 
actually last longer if you don’t. 
Cut off tops just above the root 

crown because roots can dehydrate through the greens. 
Broccoli and cauliflower only last a few weeks while 
some root vegetables stay good for several months.

Check refrigerated vegetables regularly. If their odor 
increases, they’re starting to go bad. Discard or compost  
vegetables that have blackened, shriveled, become  
slimy, or seep moisture.

growing :: storing your harvest

Storing 
Your 

Harvest
BY MARISSA AMES

Onions and apples 
release gasses that 

can make others ripen 
or decay faster.
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CURING YOUR LIVING 
VEGETABLES

For long-term storage, don’t put 
these vegetables right into the root 
cellar. Harvest your vegetables 
before it freezes. Though a little 
frost on the pumpkin does indeed 
sweeten it, frost also greatly reduces 
storage time because it kills sec-
tions of a cold-intolerant plant.

Resist the urge to spray off root 
vegetables. A little dirt won’t hurt 
them; a little water might. Let them 
dry in the sun, but bring potatoes 
in before an hour has passed so 
they won’t develop excess solanine. 
Dirty squash may be gently cleaned 
with a solution of one part bleach 
to 10 parts water. The bleach kills 
pathogens that may 
enter through nicks 
and scratches. Leave 
stems on pumpkins 
and winter squash and 
don’t cut the roots off 
garlic and onions, since 
roots and stems help 
regulate drying. Don’t 
throw vegetables into 
piles or wheelbarrows, 
as fun as it may sound, 
because it can cause 
damage that might not 
heal. Bacteria can enter 
even tiny scratches.

Gourds, potatoes, 
onions, and radishes 
should not be stored 
in plastic. They 
will last longer in cardboard or 
baskets and should be stored 
separately. Hanging onions and 
letting them dry after harvest 
helps them develop a thicker skin 
and cure any scratches or cuts.

And speaking of healing, that’s 
what curing is intended to do. 
It allows the living vegetable 
a chance to heal those smaller 
nicks and bruises which occurred 
during harvest. It also develops 

a thicker skin around the vege-
tables so moisture stays inside.

Let squash, onions, and garlic 
sit in a well-ventilated and warm 
area, about 75 degrees F. Some 
farmers allow their crops to lie in 
the fields if the weather is dry and 
sunny. Others may set them on 
shelves in a comfortable room or 
tie garlic into bundles and hang it 
on a wall. Sweet potatoes prefer 
80 to 85 degrees F and almost 90% 
humidity; field curing only works 
in the deep south, so you might 
need to put these in the laundry 
room or kitchen. Nightshade (Irish) 
potatoes need it cooler, 45 to 60 
degrees F, with high humidity.

After two to four weeks, move the 

cured vegetables to a cool, dry, dark, 
and well-ventilated location. This 
is when you can cut the tops and 
roots from your onions and garlic. 
Do not place living vegetables in 
plastic bags or waterproof contain-
ers because this can promote decay 
from excess moisture. Cardboard 
boxes, wire baskets, or burlap 
sacks are ideal. Some dedicated 
gardeners even purchase slatted 
wooden racks for their winter 
vegetables. Squash and pumpkins 

should sit in a single layer, with 
gaps between, so air can circulate.

Store each vegetable with its own 
kind. Those “Taters and Onions” 
bins are best for either taters or 
onions. Onions and apples release 
gasses, such as methane, that can 
make others ripen or decay faster.

OUT OF SIGHT, WELL IN MIND
The downside to root cellaring 

is that you don’t see the vegetables 
every day. It’s easy to forget them. 
Research the best storage times for 
your vegetables, since they differ 
by variety. Acorn squash is best in 
the first month, while Hubbards 
can last until spring. Mild onions 
should be used within a few weeks 

while pungent varieties 
can last a year if they’re 
cured right. And both 
sweet and Irish potatoes 
should stay good at 
least until it’s time to 
replant in the spring.

Check your vegetables 
often. Gently squeeze 
the pumpkins to be sure 
they’re still rigid. Look 
for wrinkling in tubers. 
Lift bags and boxes 
to be sure no liquids 
are oozing out. If your 
vegetables start to spoil, 
it’s not compost time yet. 
Squash just beginning 
to soften can be roasted 
then stored as pureed 

flesh in the freezer. Peel onions’ 
outer layers and you may find 
the inside is still good. Sprouted 
potatoes can still be eaten if sprouts 
and any green parts are removed. 
And if your sweet potatoes are 
sprouting, lucky you! Though all 
parts of the sweet potato are edible 
and nutritious, now is your chance 
to grow out some slips for spring 
planting. If they are stored well, 
sweet potatoes will bud about the 
time gardeners grow slips anyway.

Curing allows the living 
vegetable a chance to heal 

those smaller nicks and bruises 
which occurred during harvest. 
It also develops a thicker skin 

around the vegetables so  
moisture stays inside.
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If you choose to eat food that 
isn’t storing well, do not eat 
it raw. Always cook to a tem-
perature over 160 degrees F to 
kill any bacteria, which may be 
present within the vegetables.

Do not eat shriveled vegetables, 
whether they are squash, potatoes 
or alliums. Never eat anything that 
seeps liquid or has an unpleasant 
odor. Throw away vegetables with 
blemishes or decay. Though you 
may be able to salvage squash 
seeds, the rest is compost-worthy. 
Don’t even try to plant potatoes in 
the spring if they have decayed.

STORAGE ALTERNATIVES
So what if you don’t have a 

root cellar or even a basement? 
Don’t worry. Most houses have 
somewhere that will work for 
storing winter vegetables.

Consider the humidity, tempera-
ture, and ventilation requirements 
of each food. If your garage stays 
cold in the winter but doesn’t 
freeze, keep potatoes in a closed 
cardboard box on the concrete 
floor. Tiled entryways and closets 
can be 10 to 20 degrees F cooler 
than the rest of the house, making 
them perfect for pumpkins and 
winter squash. Sweet potatoes may 
be happiest in the laundry room, 
where it’s warm and humid. And 
garlic looks idyllic tied in bundles 
to a kitchen wall, though it will 
last months longer in the garage.

Have you seen those Facebook 
shares that show a five-gallon 
bucket of carrots buried in the 
garden with a straw bale on top? 
Works great. In fact, if your area isn’t 
prone to negative temperatures, you 
can probably leave the root vege-
tables right in the ground. Many 
gardeners use this method if they’ve 
grown too many potatoes or carrots 
for in-house storage to support.

To store in-ground, first make sure 
it’s a crop that can handle the cold. 

Sweet potatoes need to come inside. 
Second, consider your temperatures 
and moisture levels. If you live in 
warm locations where winter brings 
rain and the ground doesn’t drop 
below 50 degrees F, root vegetables 
will just decay. And if you live in 
subzero temperatures, the vegeta-
bles will freeze along with the dirt. 
They’ll thaw mushy, bitter, and 
absolutely inedible. Gardeners with 
mild winters can toss thick mulch 
atop their potatoes and carrots then 
dig up what they need, when they 
need it. Those with harsh winters 
can dig a hole, insert a five-gallon 
bucket so the lip is at ground level, 
then fill with carrots and throw 
an intact bale of straw on top.

Another option for root vege-
tables is a bag of moist sawdust. 
Don’t use this for potatoes, as the 
moisture can quickly damage the 
tubers. It’s best for carrots, beets, 
turnips, and horseradish. Be sure 
the sawdust is fresh and clean. Toss 
root vegetables into the container 
along with the sawdust and sprinkle 
with water until just slightly damp. 
Keep the container cold to deter 
decay. Check the vegetables often.

Whether you use a refrigerator or 
the root cellar method, no vegetable 
will keep indefinitely. Squash that 
lasts six months in one home may 
be good for only four months in 
another. But knowing how to store 
your winter harvest allows you to 
enjoy the bounty through the frozen 
months and well into spring.

CANNING, FREEZING, 
AND DEHYDRATING

Altering the vegetables through 
canning, freezing, and dehydrating 
can extend life exponentially.

WATER BATH CANNING
All vegetables are too low 

acid to can within water. While 
tomatoes can stay safe with a little 
added vinegar or lemon juice, root 

HOW LONG 
WILL IT LAST?

What you can expect from your  
vegetables if you store them  

correctly in the refrigerator or cool, 
dry areas, as described in the article.

BROCCOLI, CAULIFLOWER,  
BRUSSELS SPROUTS:  

7-14 days

CABBAGE:  
up to 2 months

SCALLIONS AND MILD ONIONS: 
2-4 weeks in the fridge

PUNGENT ONIONS:  
up to a year

GARLIC:  
3-5 months

RADISHES:  
up to a month

BEETS:  
1-3 months

CARROTS AND PARSNIPS:  
2-6 months

RUTABAGAS:  
up to a month

TURNIPS:  
4-6 months

HORSERADISH:  
up to a year

POTATOES:  
up to 9 months

ACORN AND SPAGHETTI SQUASH:  
4 weeks

JACK O’ LANTERNS:  
2-3 months

BUTTERNUT SQUASH:  
up to 6 months

HUBBARD SQUASH:  
4-8 months

DECORATIVE GOURDS:  
up to 6 months

growing :: storing your harvest
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vegetables need strong vinegar 
to keep them safe. Have you tried 
pickled beets? They’re delicious. 
Always use a 5% vinegar to can 
vegetables. Use an approved recipe 
and never alter measurements.

PRESSURE CANNING
The list grows longer if you add 

pressure. Potatoes and turnips are 
safe, even canned in water. But do 
not try pumpkin purée, even if acid 
is added, because the mixture is  
too thick for heat to fully penetrate.  
Freeze any thick purées.

FREEZING
Though food stored below 0 

degrees F stays safe indefinitely, 
quality declines after three to six 
months. Some food freezes well, 
such as roasted pumpkin purée 
measured out for perfect pies, while 
others such as mashed potatoes 

become bitter and inedible. Most 
vegetables require blanching, 
which is quick cooking and cool-
ing to stop the enzymatic action, 
which can make vegetables mushy 
and unpalatable. Blanching is 
unnecessary for tomatoes and 
peppers; the freezer is a great place 
to stockpile these until you’re 
ready to make salsa or marinara.

DEHYDRATING
The oldest and safest food 

preservation method, dehydrating 
used to be done on flat rocks. Now 
we have equipment that does the 
job better. With the elimination of 
moisture, bacteria do not grow. 
Some foods, such as potatoes, 
should be cooked beforehand. 
Always store dehydrated food in 
airtight containers, vacuum-sealed 
if possible, so moisture does not 
enter and spoil the food.  

Dehydrating is the safest food  
preservation method.

Open Pollinated Garden Seeds
SEED TREASURES

 We are a small 
family homestead 
seed business, rais-
ing most of our own 
historical, open pol-
linated, definitely non-
GMO seeds here in 
Northern Minnesota.  
 Our seeds are 
from beautiful, often 
rare, varieties that we 

love for their production, colors and taste.  Some, 
such as one of our favorites, Hopi Pale Grey squash is 
so rare that it was teetering on the brink of extinction. 
And pictured, one of our exclusive tomatoes, Bill 
Bean, which often reaches over 3 pounds.
     Our prices are right, as is our shipping so please 
come take a look at www.seedtreasures.com,  
jackieclay2007@yahoo.com, Jackie and Will Atkinson, 
8533 Hwy 25, Angora, MN 55703.

FREE
Catalog!

www.NaturallyCozy.com
208-267-COZY (2699)

Handmade, Washable & Reusable

Incontinence Pads
& Menstrual Pads

Ball® Complete 
Preserving Book

Includes comprehensive directions 
on safe canning and preserving 
methods plus lists of required 

equipment and utensils.

iamcountryside.com/shop

400 recipes  
include  

everything from 
salsas & savory 
sauces to pick-
ling, chutneys, 
relishes & of 
course, jams, 
jellies, & fruit 

spreads.
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Composting and 
Compost Bin Designs

WITH SPRING CLEANING BEHIND US, 
it is time to start the odd jobs of summer. 
Composting is a fundamental aspect of home-

steading and is a perfect project to start now. Learning 
how to make compost not only allows you to reduce 
your mainstream waste flow, but helps enrich your soil, 
which will enhance your livestock and food crops.

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
It probably won’t matter if you purchase your com-

posting unit at a big box store, or if you start with scrap 
pieces — you are still going to have to assemble some-
thing. Out of all the different units I have on my property, 
the best composter was free and built out of pallets.

“The Cadillac of composting,” Steve Allgeier 
says, “is a three-bin system where you have three 
different layers.” Allgeier is a Home Horticulture 
Consultant and Master Gardener Coordinator for 
the University of Maryland Extension office.

Dr. Joseph Masabni, who has been gardening for 
about 20 years both as a hobbyist and professionally 

as an Extension Vegetable Specialist with Texas A&M 
AgriLife Extension Service, agrees. “Three bins are 
needed ideally, each 3- by 3-feet. One for storing new 
material, a second for cooking the material, the third 
for storing the finished compost,” Masabni says.

The classic three-bin system can be easily built with 
pallets. Although there is no standard dimensions for 
pallets, a total of nine free pallets, which can be found 
at numerous feed and grocery stores, will allow you 
to create a large enough structure to delight even the 
most enthusiastic homesteaders. Most pallets that 
can be found at grocery stores are 40-inch squares. 
With your nine free pallets, you will want to build 
three cubes, side by side with open tops and bottoms. 
Having the bottom open will allow beneficial organ-
isms easy access to start their decomposing jobs.

Since the cubes are next to each other, cubes that are 
adjacent to one another can share a pallet as a side. For 
the front of your compost bin, you can cut your ninth 
pallet in thirds. Using one third for each  cube’s front 
will allow easy access for turning the piles. Having 

BY KENNY COOGAN

growing :: composting
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a small lip on the front will 
also help keep the composting 
material in your allotted area.

“There are several different ways 
to compost,” Allgeier reminds me. 
At my home, I have a compost bin 
that consists of four uncut pallets. 
The top and bottom are open, like 
the suggested plan, but I have 
added a hinge to one of the sides. 
When I open the door, I can turn the 
pile to provide sufficient aeration. 
Although many times, the pile starts 
to fall out of the container when I 
do this. It then becomes difficult to 
push it back in far enough to close 
the door. The other slight problem 
with this is that it can be challeng-
ing to separate the rich hummus 
from the newly added materials.

“I tell people don’t become 
enamored with the sexy small 
composting units,” Allgeier says. 
“There are a lot of them sold out 
there, but the big disappoint is the 
amount of work you put in to it 
and what you get out of them.”

Some of the better store-bought 
compost bin designs include those 
that spin. Much like fruit trees, 
greenhouses, and chicken coops, 
the largest one you can currently 
afford is the right choice for you. 
Compost bins that spin have the 
advantage of not needing to be aer-
ated by using a pitch fork or shovel.

Maintain sufficient depth of 
material to help generate microbial 
heat (140 to 160 degrees F) and 
turn the materials weekly for aer-
ation. Photo by Kenny Coogan.

The best location for a compost 
bin is an easily accessible one. If it is 
out of sight, out of mind, and out of 
use, then why bother? My property, 
which is a little larger than one acre, 
has a lot of shade. Due to the shade, 
I have my edible gardens scattered 
amongst the sunny patches of my 
property. At each garden, I have a 
compost bin. Although these bins 
are away from my kitchen and 

backdoor, once the compost is ready, 
it is easy to apply the “black gold.” 
One of my gardens has a banana 
tree located about six feet away 
from the bin. It is the largest of all 
of my banana trees and grows with 
the most vigor. The banana tree 
most likely has a few roots under 
the compost bin. Convenience 
is key when it comes to compost 
placement — even my plants agree.

HOW IT WORKS
“The compost works in a simple 

process,” Masabni says. “The micro-
organisms found in the soil, on the 
plants, or in nature break down the 
raw material to a mature compost to 
be used as a slow release food source 
for plants,” he adds. Compost 
improves a soil’s physical structure 
making it easier to till. Masabni also 
notes that compost can improve the 
chemical structures that buffer the 
potential harmful effects of salts. 
Another benefit is that “compost 
improves the water holding capac-
ity in the soil,” Masabni says.

“Composting is a way to 
accelerate a natural process of 
decomposition,” Allgeiger says. 
Mulch, yard, and kitchen waste gets 
turned into hummus through com-
posting, which can be turned into 
the soil. By working with the natural 
organisms and allowing sufficient 
air and water into the system, you 
can speed up the natural process 
of decomposition. You should turn 
it weekly during the warm season 
and monthly during the winter.

The ideal composting conditions 
will vary depending on where 
you live in the county. On average 
you will want to: use 25-to-1 
carbon-to-nitrogen ratios; keep 
40 to 45% moisture; maintain 
sufficient depth of material to 
help generate microbial heat 
(140°F to 160°F); and turn the 
materials weekly for aeration.

According to the Washington State 
University County Extension, vari-
ations in moisture content between 
30 and 75% will have a small effect 
on the maximum temperature in 
the interior of the pile. The compost 
pile’s moisture should feel like a 
wrung out sponge. Studies show an 
association between the moisture 
content of the composting pile and 
the temperature distribution. Deeper 
piles cause higher temperatures and 
better temperature distribution.

When internal compost tempera-
tures drop under 130 degrees F, 
eggs and cysts of flies and parasites 
will start to increase. Temperatures 
over 160 degrees F do not promote 
organisms that actively help with 
decomposition. Compost thermom-
eters can be found at most extension 
offices or home improvement store.

WHAT NOT TO ADD
“Human and animal waste, pet 

litter, also common sense stuff like 
automotive waste, cleaning sol-
vents, and things with fats, are not 
good for your compost pile,” All-
geier says. Fats can draw unwanted 
critters. “Not just animal fats, but 

“Three bins are needed ideally,  
each 3- by 3-feet. One for storing new 

material, a second for cooking the material, 
the third for storing the finished  

compost,” Masabni says.
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also salad dressings, sour creams, 
and peanut butter,” he added.

Masabni also recommends not 
using items that may have residual 
pesticides or herbicides. “Do not 
add horse or cow manure unless 
you know the source of the hay,” 
Masabni advises, as hay can contain 
herbicides containing aminopyralid 
or similar, toxic products. Other 
items to keep out of the compost 
pile include animal products such 
as dairy, egg yolk or whites, meat 
scraps, bones, used oil or fats. Plac-
ing diseased plants in a compost bin 
is controversial, with many home-
owners choosing to not take the risk.

WHAT TO ADD
Carbon: (20-30 Parts)
“Brown,” dry materials
 Bedding
 Leaves
 Newspaper
 Sawdust
 Shredded cardboard
 Straw & spoiled hay
Nitrogen: (1 Part)
“Green,” wet materials
 Garden waste
 Lawn clippings
 Weeds
 Poultry manure
 Coffee grounds
 Kitchen scraps

Allgeier also has noticed that 
there is an old wives tale that says 
to add wood ash to compost bins. 
This actually retards the compost-
ing process, he warns. “Adding 
something that is not digestible,” 
Allgeier says, “and that changes 
the pH of the pile, which will slow 
down the microbes,” is no good.

YOU’VE GOT GOLD! 
(BLACK GOLD)

“The finished compost will be 
dark brown, crumbly, and have an 
earthy smell,” Masabni says. He also 
says that it will no longer heat up 
when you turn it. “A finished com-
post should look like the potting 
mix you find in bags sold in garden 
centers for planting,” he says.

Different types of tumbler com-
post containers allow you to easily 
aerate the mix without making too

big of a mess. Photos 
by Kenny Coogan

“I generally look at temperature,” 
Allgeier says in regards to when it 
is ready. “What I mean by that is 
when you first start composting it is 
surprising how much heat it gives 
off.” He says it is akin to driving 
past mulch piles in the winter 
and seeing them give off steam.

In addition to being used for 
the fruit and vegetable gardens, 
compost can “also be used in raised 
beds planted with ornamental 

flowers or rose bushes,” Masabni 
says. Compost can also be used in 
pots or container boxes. “In brief, 
you can use compost anywhere 
you want to plant,” Masabni says.

Learning how to compost at home 
and creating compost promotes 
healthy soil life and organisms, 
increases water and nutrient 
retention. With no money, a basic 
compost bin design, and a little 
time and energy, you can start 
composting today and your garden 
will reap the benefits tomorrow.

SOLANUMS IN THE 
SUMMERTIME

It’s not too late to have a great 
looking summer garden. May and 
June are ideal times for starting 
gardens. By late May, most regions 
of the continental United States 
are frost-free or nearly so. This 
means that warm season vegetables 
that we all enjoy so much can be 
planted. Check with your local 
cooperative extension office for 
specific gardening tips in your area.

With so many growing zones in 
the U.S., it’s hard to pick the best 
May and June crops to plant. Aside 
from the common tomato and 
pepper, there are some unique sum-
mertime Solanum family edibles 
that will make your kitchen tables 
burst with bold colors and flavors.  

COMPOST TROUBLESHOOTING 

BAD ODOR: Add carbon such as leaves, wood chips, cornstalks, soy-based newsprint/snail mail.
COMPOST IS MOIST AND HOT ONLY IN THE CENTER: Too small: add more materials, like above.
EXCESSIVE AMOUNT OF FLIES: Aerate pile to bury kitchen wastes. Insect life is a sign  
of a productive compost.
LARGE PIECES NOT DECOMPOSING: Pile may be too small. Remove items and cut or shred  
before adding.
NOT HOT ENOUGH: Too small: add volume to increase the size of the pile, water to promote 
organisms, nitrogen for them to feed on and air to start the aerobic breakdown OR compost  
may be finished.
PILE IS WARMER THAN 160 DEGREES F: Not enough air and carbon. Rotate pile and mix in carbons.
VERMIN: Remove fat items such as meat, animal by-products.

growing :: composting
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Home Remedies  
for Allergies

ALTHOUGH I’M FORTUNATE 
enough to never have suffered from 
the symptoms of seasonal allergies, 

I’m married to someone who suffers greatly 
every year once the pollen, spores, and mold 
of the season make their way into the air. 
But thankfully, there are lots of great home 
remedies for allergies that we use to give 
my husband relief from the never-ending 
itchy, watery eyes, nasal congestion, cough, 
and headaches that come with the changing 
of the seasons here in upstate New York.

HOME REMEDIES FOR 
ALLERGIES: PREVENTION

As the saying goes, when it comes to 
home remedies for allergies, an ounce 
of prevention is most definitely worth a 
pound of cure. When thinking about finding 
natural ways to relieve your allergy symp-
toms, it’s best to start planning about one 
to two months ahead of allergy season.

You can start boosting your resistance 
to seasonal allergy symptoms by making 

small changes in your diet to improve 
digestion. Adding a variety of dark, 
leafy green vegetables, dark yellow and 
orange vegetables, nettles, beets, carrots, 
onions, garlic, and ginger to your diet can 
make a big difference in the severity and 
duration of your allergy symptoms.

Reducing or cutting back on processed 
foods, sugar, caffeine, and alcohol can also 
help reduce symptoms from seasonal aller-
gies. Dietary changes can also help ensure that 
any home remedies for allergies that you use 
are more effective in relieving symptoms.

HOME REMEDIES FOR ALLERGIES: 
USING LOCAL HONEY

Locally produced honey is one of our 
favorite home remedies for allergies. 
Because we have three beehives on our 
property, we have a plentiful supply of 
local honey that includes the right combi-
nation of pollen and spores to help ease my 
husband’s seasonal allergy symptoms.

growing :: allergies
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If you can find locally produced honey, it’s a great 
way to reduce and prevent seasonal allergies. Eating a 
spoonful of locally produced honey three to four times 
a day can also help reduce symptoms once seasonal  
allergies set in. Year-round honey consumption has  
been known to completely eliminate seasonal  
allergies. As far as home remedies for seasonal allergies 
go, local honey is relatively inexpensive, but may be 
difficult to find if you live in a more urban area.

HERBAL HOME REMEDIES FOR ALLERGIES
Our small home apothecary includes several herbs 

that can be used as teas and infusions as herbal home 
remedies for allergies. We 
always make sure to grow a 
fresh supply of these herbs every 
year so that we have plenty on 
hand throughout the winter 
so my husband can start his 
season allergy treatments early.

When using herbs as home 
remedies for allergies, it’s always 
best to seek out and use whole, 
organic herbs instead of relying 
on capsules and tablets from 
the grocery store or supplement 
store. Growing these herbs in 
your garden is an even better 
option and ensures that you have 
a fresh supply of your own herbs.

TURMERIC TEA
You may already know that 

turmeric tea is a great remedy 
for lots of things like sore 
throats, nasal congestion and 
other symptoms from seasonal 
colds. Turmeric has powerful anti-cancer properties, 
as well as being antifungal, antibacterial, and helping 
to lower harmful levels of cholesterol in the blood.

Turmeric tea is another one of our favorite 
home remedies for allergies because of its anti- 
inflammatory properties. Making a simple tea of 
turmeric powder, fresh turmeric root, or dried 
turmeric root can help relieve the nasal and chest 
congestion that comes with seasonal allergies.

If you have a supply of dried turmeric root handy, 
chewing on a small piece of peeled turmeric root can 
provide fast relief of seasonal allergy symptoms.

Adding turmeric tea to your list of home remedies  
for allergies is simple. Use a minimum of one teaspoon  
turmeric powder, but you can use up to two tablespoons  
if you prefer a stronger tea.

THYME AND ROSEMARY
These two herbs are excellent home remedies for 

allergies. They both are effective for opening the nasal 
passages and relieving congestion due to seasonal 
allergies. You can make a simple tea out of thyme and 
rosemary by steeping one teaspoon of dried herbs in 
one cup of boiling water for at least 15 minutes. Fresh 
herbs are better, but require at least one tablespoon of 
each. And you can always add a spoonful of locally 
produced honey to your tea to boost your immune 
system and help relieve your seasonal allergies.

We keep a thyme plant growing in our kitchen 
year-round that produces wonderful, fragrant leaves 

for us to use in cooking and 
in our home apothecary.

NETTLES
Many of us love to cook with 

nettles when they appear in 
the spring, and it turns out 
that eating nettles as well as 
making tea with them are great 
home remedies for allergies.

Take care when harvesting 
and preparing nettles to avoid 
any skin irritation. (They’re 
not called stinging nettles for 
nothing, you know.) If you’re 
harvesting your own nettles, it’s 
best to harvest them before they 
flower and go to seed. When 
harvesting nettles, use scissors 
and wear long sleeves. Protective 
gloves aren’t a bad idea, either.

Wear gloves when prepar-
ing your nettles. Just place 
them in a large colander 

for a few minutes, then rinse with cold water and 
allow as much water as possible to drain off. You 
can dry them for use in tea by placing them in a 
brown paper bag, and placing the bag in front of a 
source of warm, flowing air such as a furnace.

If you want to make tea with fresh nettles, boil a hand-
ful of nettle leaves with a handful of fresh peppermint 
in about two cups of water. Strain the leaves from the 
liquid and allow the tea to cool slightly before drinking.

Because peppermint has so many healing qualities, 
we also keep a peppermint plant or two growing 
indoors year-round to provide us with fresh leaves.

Home remedies for seasonal allergies don’t have 
to be complex or difficult to make — in fact, they’re 
as easy as looking in your own backyard!   

When using herbs 
as home remedies 

for allergies, it’s 
always best to seek 
out and use whole, 

organic herbs 
instead of relying 
on capsules and 

tablets.
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growing :: wintering geraniums

WINTERING GERANIUMS 
not only saves money, 
it also saves special 

memories. As a warm October day 
arrives, I force myself to uproot 
blooming pots of geranium plants 
to store away for winter. My gera-
niums have become old friends 
as I have enjoyed some of them 
for 25 years. I do have favorites.

One is a magenta-pink beauty 
my mother gave to me in 1991. 
Another is a peach-colored plant 
given to me by a friend when our 
grandson was born in 1994. For 
Mother’s Day, 1999, my daughter 
came with a glorious bright pink 
geranium in a hanging basket.

Here are the wintering geranium 
steps I’ve used for so many years. 
I loosen the dirt around each plant 
and lift it out of the soil, shaking 
off all the dirt. With scissors, I clip 
off the flowers and all but five  or 
six  leaves. I lay out a tarp and 
place each trimmed plant on the 
dry tarp to be in the sunshine. As 
evening approaches I pull the tarp 
into the garage for the night to 
prevent dampness and to protect 

plants from frost. If a garage is 
not available, another tarp and 
an old blanket or rug on top will 
work fine. I have the plants in the 
sunshine for two days to dry.

Have ready several paper grocery 
bags. Open the bags and place the 
geranium plants in the bags root-
end first. Fit as many plants in the 
bag as you can. Staple shut in three 
places. If your plant is taller than the 
bag, slide another grocery bag over 
the top. A couple of pieces of mask-
ing tape will secure the top bag in 
place. Do not make the bags airtight.

I store the filled bags under the 
basement steps but not directly on 
the floor. I set the bags on top of sev-
eral empty coffee cans I gather close 
to each other. A cool closet would 
suffice if there is no basement.

The soil from the pots is incor-
porated into my compost bin 
and used again in the spring. I 
wash and dry the empty pots and 
store them away for winter.

When spring arrives with warm 
days and sunshine it’s time to repot. 
I have large 18- to 24-inch pots. 
Each pot is planted with five or six 

plants. For hanging baskets, I use 
three geranium plants and also I 
use lobelia or marigolds as fillers 
on the outside edges of the pots.

Upon opening the grocery bags 
you will see many pale green 
sprouts. Mother Nature does her 
magic and knows it’s time to get 
growing. Once potted, keep the 
plants in the warm sunshine but 
cover them if there is any danger 
of frost. Each time I water I use 
a water-soluble plant food.

Over the years I have added 
Orange Tango, Samba, Americana 
Bright Red, and Rocky Moun-
tain Rose. These are all zonal 
geraniums. I have had no luck 
wintering geraniums of the Martha 
Washington or Ivy Leaf varieties.

Last winter I had 88 bare-root 
geraniums waiting for spring. I 
have cut countless slips from my 
original collection. I share many 
plants with family and friends.

Wintering geraniums takes some 
patience in the spring. It takes time 
for the plants to establish new 
roots, grow leaves, and form buds. 
But the wait is so rewarding!  

WINTERING 
GERANIUMS

BY BECKY PEDERSON
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An Easier Way 
 of Making  

Tomato Sauce

YOU’VE MASTERED HOW TO CARE FOR 
tomato plants. Now you want a tomato canning 
recipe, or just an easier way of making tomato 

sauce from scratch. Would you like to go from vine to 
table in less than an hour? Grandma’s method involved 
washing the tomatoes then blanching them to remove 
the skins … then dicing, cooking, and simmering for 
hours. And that was before she ever added the spices. 
But there’s a better way. I suggested this method to 
a friend after I saw her pots of sauce and splattered 
stove top. She never went back to the old method.

Roasting tomatoes serves a twofold purpose: It 
intensifies the flavor and separates the solids from the 
liquid. Some moisture evaporates during roasting while 
the rest sinks down around the tomatoes. The skins 
allow you to lift tomatoes out of the excess liquid.

STEP 1:
Wash ripe tomatoes then cut out the stem end 
and any bad spots. Slice lengthwise down the 
middle. Place cut-side-up in a roasting pan.

STEP 2:
Drizzle tomatoes with olive oil. Sprinkle with fresh or 
dried herbs, fresh pressed garlic, salt, and pepper. 
Roast at 400 degrees for 20-30 minutes, until the 
tomatoes are soft all the way through. Remove 
the pan from the oven and allow it to cool.

STEP 3:
Once the tomatoes are cool enough to handle, 
carefully lift them from the liquid. Either purée the 
entire tomato or squeeze the pulp from the skins. 
Discard the skins or dehydrate them to make 
tomato powder for soups and seasonings.

STEP 4:
In a saucepan on medium heat, add in addi-
tional seasonings, vinegar, salt, pepper flakes, 
cheese, or meat. Simmer just long enough 
to blend flavors then serve over pasta.

THAT’S IT!
 For a chunky sauce, simply squeeze out 
the pulp, chop up, and season as desired. A 
smooth marinara can be made by blending the 
tomatoes with spices. If the sauce is too thick, 
add in liquid from the bottom of the pan.

farm to fork :: sauce from scratch     

From Scratch
BY MARISSA AMES
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“I was 32 when I started cooking; up until then, I just ate.” — Julia Child 

Tomato Sauce Variations
CHUNKY GARDEN MARINARA

Before placing tomatoes in the roasting pan, line 
the bottom with peeled and diced carrots, onions, 
sweet or hot peppers, celery, or whatever other 
vegetables you like in your marinara. Once the 
sauce is done, either chop the roasted vegetables 
or purée them together. Season as desired.

ROASTED RED PEPPER SOUP BASE
Cut red bell peppers in half and remove seeds. 

Brush oil on all sides. Place peppers in the pan 
beside the tomatoes, sprinkle with desired sea-
sonings, and roast as directed above. While the 
tomatoes cool, place peppers in a plastic zippered 
bag to sweat. Remove pepper skins, squeeze toma-
toes from their skins, and blend it all together.

PIZZA SAUCE
The key here is thickness. Adding a couple of 

carrots to the roasting pan gives the sauce sub-
stance and added nutrition. Once the vegetables 
are cooked and puréed, strain through a fine mesh 

sieve if it is still not thick enough. Add additional 
herbs, Parmesan or Romano cheeses, salt, and a 
little sweetener such as honey or raw sugar.

TOMATOES FOR CANNING
Do not add any other ingredients, including 

oil and salt. Tomatoes only for this recipe. Roast 
until soft then allow to cool. After this point you 
can follow an approved safe tomato canning 
recipe, adding in acid or seasoning as directed.

BEAUTIFUL COLORS
Do you have a full-spectrum garden? Consider 

using black tomatoes such as Black Krim and dark 
carrots like Purple 68, then season with Purple 
Ruffles basil. Or use Pineapple or Cream Sausage 
tomatoes, Yellowbunch carrots, sweet banana 
peppers, and a light sweet basil. Use for recipes 
where contrasting hues provide a stunning kick.

It’s easy to take your best-tasting tomatoes and 
master making tomato sauce from scratch. Roast 
them to eliminate hours of work and to savor your 
garden’s bounty without taking all day.  
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HOW TO MAKE FRESH PASTA

IF YOU ALREADY GROW TOMATOES  
and keep chickens, why haven’t you  
learned how to make fresh pasta? It’s  

not difficult.
First comes the garden. An overabundance 

of tomatoes leads to an interest in home 
canning, and soon you’re making tomato 
sauce from scratch. Jars of ruby liquid sit on 
the pantry shelf. Or fresh marinara simmers 
in the pot, ready to go on cheap, store-bought 
pasta. Wait a minute. If you’re making tomato 
sauce from scratch, taking pride in your 
garden, your own blend of herbs, and the 
time it took for your masterpiece, why are you 
putting it  on cheap pasta? When you cook 
from scratch, every homemade product adds 
to the overall savor. Learning how to make 
pasta takes your kitchen to a higher level.

MANY PASTAS, MANY WAYS
If you’ve walked down the dry pasta aisle, 

you’ve seen penne, rigatoni, shells, and bows 
… egg noodles, rice noodles, and vermicelli. 
They’re made using different recipes and 
different machinery. Knowing how each is 

composed and created is important if you’re 
a chef or run an industrial pasta facility.

Most of us do neither. We’re gardeners. 
Chicken owners. Small-scale homestead-
ers, working adults, and often parents. 
We want fresh pasta that’s easy so I’m 
focusing on delicious noodles made with 
fresh eggs from backyard chickens.

PASTA INGREDIENTS
It’s about simple ingredients and the 

know-how. To make fresh pasta, you need 
three things: flour, water, and salt.

Semolina, which constitutes most dry 
pasta, is a rough wheat flour. While semolina 
can be purchased at specialty stores, it’s not 
the only flour you can use and it’s certainly 
not the best. All-purpose is great for pasta. 
One important factor: it needs to be high in 
gluten, which makes the dough stretch and 
binds the final product together. If pasta is 
made completely with all-purpose flour, it 
has sufficient gluten content. Whole wheat 
flour should combine half-and-half with 
high-gluten bread flour for the best results. 
Other non-wheat flours can be added, but 

farm to fork :: fresh pasta

BY MARISSA AMES
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keep the percentage lower than an 
eighth or you might have dough 
that falls apart. Adding a tablespoon 
of vital wheat gluten can give you 
more leeway to add non-gluten 
ingredients. Do not use cake flour. 
It doesn’t have enough protein.

The higher the protein content, the 
faster flour may go bad. Keeping it 
frozen preserves quality in addition 
to avoiding weevils, an embar-
rassing and unappetizing problem 
when cooking for guests. Remove 
what you need and let it warm 
up before starting your dough.

Now you need liquid. Water 
doesn’t create the best texture 
because there is no additional fat or 
protein to bind the dough. Oil can 
make the gluten proteins slippery, 
preventing binding as well. Though 
egg yolks make excellent noodles, 
they don’t allow the dough to 

stretch well for other applications 
such as ravioli. And egg whites just 
don’t have enough fat. I’ve found 
the best liquid is a combination of 
egg yolks and whole eggs, with a 
sprinkling of water if necessary. You 
get extra bragging rights if the eggs 
came from your own chickens.

If you’re allergic to eggs or 
don’t consume animal products, 
avoid using just water or oil for 
the reasons mentioned above. 
Add some ground flaxseed to 
help bind the ingredients.

Though you don’t have to salt 
your pasta, adding this third ingre-
dient to either dough or water kicks 
the flavor from simple to satisfying. 
Use a fine-grind or kosher salt if 
you’re mixing it into dough.

HOW TO MAKE FRESH PASTA 
… WITHOUT MACHINERY

Measuring cup or kitchen scale? 
That depends on what you have on 
hand. Most pasta chefs weigh their 
flour because a packed, compressed 
cup can be double the weight of a 
sifted cup. I prefer using my scale. If 
I focus on weight and use the same-
size egg each time, I never have to 
adjust by adding flour and water.

Egg Pasta with a Scale: For every 
five ounces of flour, use a half to 
three-quarters teaspoon salt, two 
egg yolks, and one whole egg.

Egg Pasta with Measuring Cups: 
For every two cups of flour, use a 
half to three-quarters teaspoon salt, 
two egg yolks, and one whole egg.

Vegan Pasta: For every two 
cups of flour, use a half to 
three-quarters teaspoon salt, just 
over a half cup of water, and two 
tablespoons flaxseed meal.

During the process, keep a little 
extra water and lots of flour avail-
able to adjust the dough as you 
work with it. Dispensing 
water with a spritz bottle avoids 
flooding the dough.

Place the flour in a bowl or on 
a clean counter. Make a well in 
the center of the flour and drop 
the eggs or water/flax in the 
middle. Sprinkle on the salt. Now 
use a fork to mix. The dough will 
be rough and goopy. When the 
dough forms a ball, place it on a 
well-floured counter and knead.

This part is important for silky, 
stretchy pasta. Kneading combines 
the two proteins gliadin and 
glutenin into the strong, elastic 
network known as gluten. More 
kneading means more stretch. And 
you want a lot of stretch. Set a timer 
and knead for at least 10 minutes, 
folding the dough in half with your 
hands, rotating a quarter turn, and 
folding again. Add more flour as 
necessary to keep the dough from 
sticking. Listen to music, watch a 
video … whatever you need to work 

It’s about simple ingredients  
and the know-how. 
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the dough for over 10 minutes. 
It’s practically impossible to over-
knead pasta. The end result will be 
a very smooth and elastic product.

Now take that ball of well-
kneaded dough and pat flour all 
around the outside. Wrap the ball 
in plastic wrap. Set it out to rest 
for at least an hour, the longer the 
better, to let the proteins relax so 
they don’t break when you roll it 
out. The best pasta I’ve made rested 
for four hours. It’s even okay to 
put it in the fridge for a few days.

When you unwrap the dough, 
you’ll probably notice that it’s 
a lot stickier. This is because the 
flour hydrates during the resting 
period. Pat more flour onto the 
dough, if necessary, and cut into 
chunks about the size of an egg.

Roll the dough as thinly as 
possible on a well-floured board. 
The noodles will plump up when 
they’re cooked; if you don’t want 
thick, blocky noodles, keep rolling. Now cut them 
with a pizza wheel or large chef’s knife. Sprinkle more 
flour over the noodles to keep them from sticking.

Some chefs roll and cut dough then hang noodles 
over a rack to dry. Some wrap them into “nests” and let 
them rest again. I do neither. By this time, my family 
is hungry and they want the pasta soon. I work side 
by side with my daughter, rolling and cutting the 
pasta then dropping it directly into boiling water. We 
roll, cut, and boil until all noodles are cooked and the 
family is demanding to know when it will be done.

It only takes a minute for fresh pasta to cook. 
Maybe a minute and a half. Egg pasta will firm up 
immediately then soften as it cooks. Pay attention 
so you can remove a noodle and test for doneness. 
Some people like a firmer pasta while others prefer 
it a little mushy. Remove from the pan with a pasta 
fork and drain in a colander. If you’re working with 
batches, wait for the water to boil again before adding 
more noodles. Shake excess water from the pasta 
before moving it to a large bowl. Sprinkle with a little 
oil to keep it from sticking while the rest cooks.

Have you made a lot of pasta and now it’s cooled 
off? No problem. Just take that pot of water and 
get it boiling again. Dump all of the finished pasta, 
or as much as you can, into the water just long 
enough for it to heat again. Drain it all and serve.

HOW TO MAKE FRESH PASTA WITH MACHINERY
Though you don’t need pasta mills, stand mixer 

attachments, or cutting wheels, they help create 
a uniform shape with less work. A decent pasta 
mill costs less than $50 while the attachment for a 
high-quality stand mixer can top $100. Read online 
reviews before buying machinery. Many manufac-
turers make similar products of differing qualities.

The best tip I can give you regarding how to make 
fresh pasta with machinery: Use flour. Lots of it. 
Fling it everywhere … on the dough, into the rollers 
and cutters, and over the newly shaped pasta. The 
extra will fall off. But skimping on the flour can 
result in sticky dough that gums up the machinery.

Pasta mills have several settings, from thickest 
to thinnest. Mine has six. And the pasta has to 
go through each to roll to the right thickness.

Take an egg-sized ball of dough, keeping the rest 
covered while you work so it doesn’t dry out. Press 
this ball into a flat oblong, patting it with flour. Run 
it through the rollers at the first setting then switch 
to setting #2 and run through again. Roll out using 
all six settings (five if you want thick pasta), sprin-
kling on more flour if the dough gets sticky at all.

At this point, you can use thin sheets of pasta for 
ravioli or can layer them into lasagna. I keep my lasagna 
pans beside my mill, rolling noodles and placing them 
directly into the dish, cutting with clean scissors so 

farm to fork :: fresh pasta
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they fit. I’ll add the next layer of ingre-
dients then roll out more pasta. A recipe 
using 20 ounces of flour makes enough 
lasagna for my family plus guests. (Yes, 
we really like lasagna, especially with 
homegrown tomato sauce, fresh mozza-
rella, and homemade crockpot ricotta.)

If you’re making noodles, take the dough 
directly from the thinnest roller setting 
into the cutter. I always sprinkle flour into 
the blades before running dough through 
to ensure it doesn’t gum up. Run one 
sheet of dough through then dust with 
flour if you’re not immediately dropping 
them into boiling water. Factors like moist 
dough or a humid kitchen can make 
noodles stick together in very little time.

Drop noodles into boiling water as 
described in the method above. Enjoy!

HOW TO MAKE FRESH PASTA 
WITH COLOR OR FLAVORS

Natural is best, don’t you agree? You 
could drop gel food coloring into the dough 
before you knead, but we’re making fresh 
pasta from scratch. Quality is the point 
here! Instead, try one of these variations:

Pesto Pasta: Omit one egg yolk and 
add one tablespoon fresh pesto. Adjust 
liquid as necessary by kneading in more 
flour or spritzing with water. Serve with a 
simple sauce which won’t hide the pesto, 
such as melted butter and roasted garlic.

Spinach Pasta: Thaw some frozen 
spinach and purée it. As long as you 
squeezed most of the water out, you 
won’t need to add much more flour to 
account for moisture. Use about a half cup 
purée for a recipe using two cups flour.

Red Bell Pepper: Roast one red bell 
pepper then sweat it and remove the 
skin. Purée in a blender. Use about two 
tablespoons purée for two cups of flour.

Chocolate Pasta: Chocolate doesn’t 
have to be sweet. A good mole’ recipe 
proves that. Replace one to two table-
spoons of flour with cocoa powder. Top 
with a delicate cream sauce. Or make 
a dessert pasta, using a sauce made of 
cream cheese, cream, and a little sugar 
then topping with fresh berries.  

FIND MORE FARM TO FORK RECIPES AT  
IAMCOUNTRYSIDE.COM/CANNING-KITCHEN  
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$24.95
Now $18.69 — Save 25%

By RogeR MaRshall

How to Build Your Own 
Greenhouse

From the simplest cold frame to 
the most elaborate freestanding 
tropical paradise, there is a green-
house plan in this collection to suit 
every gardener’s needs. Roger 
Marshall guides you through all 
the style options, the practical con-
siderations of choosing materials 
and a site, and every step of the 

building process, from foundation to glazing. Includes many 
diagrams and charts to make your project easier. 255 pages

SAVE
25%

Fences For  
Pasture & Garden SAVE

25%

$16.95
Now $12.75 — Save 25%

By gail DaMeRow

A well-made fence brings peace 
of mind if you keep livestock or 
tend a garden that’s vulnerable 
to wildlife predators, you know 
that a good fence is essential for 
protecting your investment. Fences 
For Pasture & Garden is a  practi-
cal, easy-to-use guide to selecting, 
planning, and building fences that 
work. Filled with sound, up-to-date 
advice and instruction. 154 pages

By DaviD TohT

40 Projects For Building  
Your Backyard Homestead

40 Projects for Building Your Back-
yard Homestead provides details 
on how to build more than 40 proj-
ects to enhance readers’ sustain-
able living. Even if you are only 
moderately handy, you’ll discover 
the tools and techniques for build-
ing your own feeders, fences, and 
structures. In the process, you’ll save 
money and have the satisfaction of 

doing it yourself. 255 pages.
$16.95

BUILDING

Building Small Barns,  
Sheds, & Shelters

$18.95
Now $14.29 — Save 25%

By MonTe BuRch

Extend your working, living and 
storage areas with low-cost barns, 
sheds and animal shelters. Building 
Small Barns, Sheds & Shelters pro-
vides basic, easy-to-follow construc-
tion methods for attractive outbuild-
ings. Here’s complete information 
on tools and materials; foundations 
and floors; framing, sheathing and 
roofing; windows and doors; wiring 

and plumbing; and finishing details. 248 pages

SAVE
25%

Chicken Coops
By JuDy PangMan

Whether you keep one hen or 
1,000 hens, you will find a housing 
plan in this comprehensive book. 
Coops range from fashionable 
backyard structures to large-scale, 
movable shelters. You will also find 
plans for converting trailer frames, 
greenhouses and sheds using re-
cycled materials and simple ways 
to make waterers, feeders, and 
nestboxes 166 pages

$19.95

How to Build Animal Housing

$24.95
Now $17.49 — Save 30%

By caRol ekaRius

Dozens of plans – with illustrated, 
step-by-step instructions – for spe-
cies-specific shelters that are well 
ventilated, safe, appropriate for 
the animals, appealing, convenient, 
and a solid value for their owners. 
The book is essential reading for 
anyone interested in animal health 
and welfare. It includes complete 
plans and step-by-step, illustrated 
instructions for sheds, coops, hutches, 
multipurpose barns, and economi-

cal easy-to-build windbreaks and shade structures. How to Build 
Animal Housing is the most comprehensive and useful guide of its 
kind. For small-scale farmers, hobby farmers, do-it-yourselfers, 
and animal lovers, this book is indispensable. 260 pages

SAVE
30%

Countryside bookstore :: homesteading
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Don't Throw It, Grow It!

$10.95
Now $8.25 — Save 25%

By DeBoRah PeTeRson

Learn how common kitchen staples 
— pits, nuts, beans, seeds, and tubers 
— can be coaxed into lush, vibrant 
houseplants that are as attractive as 
they are fascinating. With Deborah 
Peterson’s help, a sweet potato turns 
into a blooming vine; chickpeas trans-
form into cheery hanging baskets; 
the humble beet becomes a dramatic 
centerpiece; and gingerroot grows 

into a 3-foot, bamboo-like stalk. In some cases the transforma-
tion happens overnight! 153 pages

SAVE
25%

GROWING

Building Raised Beds
By MaRshall BRaDley

For beginning gardeners and homeown-
ers, this handbook shows you exactly how 
to plan, build, and plant a simple raised 
bed. Fully illustrated step-by-step instruc-
tions make it easy and ensure success! In 
just a weekend, using a few basic materi-
als and minimal building skills, you can set 
up a complete garden bed adapted for 
vegetables, flowers, or herbs.. 91 pages

$8.95

Gardening With Less Water
By DaviD a. BainBRiDge

Are you facing drought or water 
shortages? Gardening with Less 
Water offers simple, inexpensive, 
low-tech techniques for watering 
your garden much more efficiently 
— using up to 90 percent less water 
for the same results. With illustrat-
ed step-by-step instructions, David 
Bainbridge shows you how to install 
buried clay pots and pipes, wicking 
systems, and other porous contain-

ers that deliver water directly to a plant’s roots with little to 
no evaporation. 127 pages

$14.95

Greywater Green Landscape

$16.95
Now $8.49 — Save 50%

By lauRa allen

Keep your lawn and garden lush 
without wasting resources by cap-
turing and recycling the greywater 
that drains from your sink, shower, 
and washing machine. This acces-
sible and detailed guide walks you 
through each step of planning for 
and installing a variety of grey-
water systems, including laundry-
to-landscape and branched drain 
gravity-fed systems. 192 pages

SAVE
50%

The Planet Whizbang  
Idea Book For Gardeners

By heRRick kiMBall

You’ll learn the following: How to 
make and use Whizbang solar pyra-
mid cloches; How to make Whizbang 
T-post trellis spans; How to make 
Whizbang T-post hops poles; How to 
Make a Whizbang wood-and-wire 
garden tote; “How to Grow Straw-
berries of the Largest & Finest Quali-
ty” (from E.P. Roe, the acclaimed 19th-
century berry-man); How to make a 
Planet Whizbang wheel hoe (with 

an oscillating stirrup blade); How to “steam-fryalize” compost 
(with a milk-can rocket stove); How to make a Whizbang T-post 
grape trellis; How to make forever plant tags; How to make a 
Whizbang shoulder yoke; How to make Steve Lonsky’s amazing 
siphon-tube rain barrels; and much, much more! 124 pages

$21.95
Now $10.99 — Save 50%

SAVE
50%

Anyone Can Build A Whizbang 
Apple Grinder & Cider Press

By heRRick c. kiMBall

If you have some basic handyman 
skills and tools, you can build your 
own easy-to-use, amazingly pro-
ductive, apple grinder and cider 
press. The Whizbang cidermak-
ing equipment can also be used to 
press pears (for making perry) and 
grapes (for grape juice and wine). 
This book tells you everything you 
need to know to get the job done. 
46 pages

$21.95
Now $10.99 — Save 50%

SAVE
50%
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By aDaM DanfoRTh

Butchering Poultry, Rabbit,  
Lamb, Goat, & Pork

With Adam Danforth’s full-color 
comprehensive manual, you can 
learn the skills necessary to take 
an animal calmly and efficiently 
from pasture to freezer. Every 
step of the slaughtering process 
— from selecting the proper 
equipment to preparing, stun-
ning, and bleeding the animals 
— is presented with careful con-
sideration for the animals’ well-
being and your safety. Includes 

scrupulous attention to sanitation and detailed instructions for 
packaging and freezing your meat for the best quality, ap-
pearance, and freshness. 446 pages$24.95

Now $12.49 — Save 50%

By aDaM DanfoRTh

Butchering Beef

Beef cattle are large animals, 
requiring significant land and ex-
pense. Humane slaughtering and 
efficient butchering will give you 
the best return on the cattle you 
process, and Adam Danforth’s 
comprehensive full-color manual 
guides you through every step. 
Adam will help you: Be well-pre-
pared for slaughtering day; Get 
the cuts you want from each primal; 
Package and freeze your meat to 
preserve quality, appearance, and 

freshness; and much more using detailed, step-by-step full-color 
photography of every stage of the process. 342 pages

SAVE
50%

$19.99
Now $13.99 — Save 30%

By caRol aMunDson

How to Raise Goats

Information about traveling with 
goats, marketing, treating illness, 
and more, including a glossary of 
caprine terms, tables and charts for 
easy reference, and a list of breed 
associations. Illustrated in full color, 
this guidebook is an indispensable 
resource for those who want to raise 
their very own goats. 199 pages

SAVE
30%

Hive ManagementSAVE
50%

$16.95
Now $8.49 — Save 50%

By RichaRD e. Bonney

Here is a guide that offers concise, up-
to-date information on the whole range 
of beekeeping tasks, including: How to 
prevent, control, and capture swarms.; 
What you can tell from an outside in-
spection of your hives.; When and how 
to “take the crop” and harvest honey.; 
How to successfully requeen – from 
handling and marking queens to meth-
ods of.; Introducing one into a hive.; 
The problem signs to look for when you 
open up a hive. 152 pages

ANIMALS

$24.95

By sue weaveR

Homegrown Pork: 
Humane, Healthful Techniques 

for Raising a Pig for Food

Everything you need to know to raise 
your own pig, from selecting a breed 
to feeding, housing, fencing, health 
care, and humane processing. Invite 
all your friends over for a healthy and 
succulent pork dinner! 247 pages.

$18.95

$14.95
Now $11.25 — Save 25%

By c. e. sPaulDing anD Jackie clay

Veterinary Guide for  
Animal Owners

This easy-to-use reference guide provides 
everything you need to know about car-
ing for and treating pets and barnyard 
animals. With complete chapters on cats, 
cows, dogs, goats, horses, pigs, poultry, 
rabbits, and sheep, it includes hundreds of 
strategies for preventing and curing com-
mon problems. How to sex a rabbit; the 
best way to dehorn a buck; preventing 
cannibalism in chickens; treating saddle 

sores; controlling shock; nail care for dogs and cats; giving 
medications … and much more! 432 pages.

SAVE
25%

$19.95
Now $9.95 — Save 50%

By heRRick kiMBall

Anyone Can Build A Tub-Style  
Mechanical Chicken Plucker

A Whizbang plucker will pick the 
feathers off chickens, ducks, turkeys 
and geese in a matter of seconds. 
Just turn the machine on, drop one 
or more scalded birds into the tub 
and watch as rubber fingers flail the 
feathers off). Every component need-
ed to make the machine is thoroughly 
discussed and the construction process 
is carefully detailed, step-by-step. 
There is also a chapter dedicated to 

the subject of alternative construction options. 68 pages

SAVE
50%

By heRRick kiMBall

Anyone Can Build A Whizbang 
Chicken Scalder

Down-home inventor Herrick Kim-
ball tells you how to build your 
own Whizbang Chicken Scalder. 
This is the scalder that Kimball 
spent two years building, testing, 
rebuilding and retesting before 
he felt it was worthy of being 
called a Whizbang. This book 
tells you everything you need 
to know to make the ultimate 
homemade chicken scalder. Your 
Whizbang scalder will faithfully 

and precisely scald thousands of birds for years to come. It 
will make poultry processing so much easier. 68 pages

$23.95 
Now $9.95 — Save 58%

$24.95
Now $18.75 — Save 25%

By gail DaMeRow

The Chicken Health Handbook

A must-have reference for the small 
flock owner. Gail Damerow, leading 
authority on all things chicken, pro-
vides a complete reference to an-
swer the questions and resolve the 
problems of any chicken raiser from 
beginner to professional. This fully 
updated and expanded edition of a 
longtime classic offers expert guid-

ance on nutrition, reproductive issues, and a full range of 
health problems, and much more. 487 pages.

By JaneT gaRMan

50 Do-It-Yourself Projects  
for Keeping Chickens

Buying a chicken coop can be a major 
expense. Follow the steps provided in 
this book to retrofit an existing structure 
into a chicken palace fit for the fanci-
est hens. Brooders, grow out pens, and 
chicken runs can easily be pulled to-
gether and give your feathered family 
a safe place to scratch and peck. If your 
chickens want fun activities, create bore-
dom busters with the directions for a 
chicken swing, dust bath, outdoor roosts, 

front porches, and resting perches. 168 pages

SAVE
58%

SAVE
25%

$19.99
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

By chRisTine heinRichs

How to Raise Chickens

Easy-to-follow advice helps you to: 
Choose breeds and obtain stock; House 
and feed chickens; Manage your flock 
and keep it healthy; Select and cull for 
breeding programs; Incubate eggs 
and care for chicks; Raise chickens in 
the country, suburbs, or city. This book 
provides information on breed types, 
obtaining stock, housing, feeding, flock 
management, breeding programs, in-
cubation and care of chicks, selection 
and culling, showing, health care, and 

the legal aspects of raising chickens. 208 pages.

SAVE
25%

$19.98
Now $9.98 — Save 50%

By anDy lee anD PaTRicia foReMan

Chicken Tractor

This is the book that tells you how to inte-
grate small flocks of poultry in with fam-
ily food production. There is a “back to 
the land” movement happening across the 
world, and it’s happening in backyards and 
on small parcels of land. Chicken tractor 
systems have become so popular that the 
term “chicken tractor” is a household word. 
This is the definitive book that leads the 
way. 312 pages

SAVE
50%

POULTRY

$19.99

Countryside bookstore :: homesteading
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By aDaM DanfoRTh

Butchering Poultry, Rabbit,  
Lamb, Goat, & Pork

With Adam Danforth’s full-color 
comprehensive manual, you can 
learn the skills necessary to take 
an animal calmly and efficiently 
from pasture to freezer. Every 
step of the slaughtering process 
— from selecting the proper 
equipment to preparing, stun-
ning, and bleeding the animals 
— is presented with careful con-
sideration for the animals’ well-
being and your safety. Includes 

scrupulous attention to sanitation and detailed instructions for 
packaging and freezing your meat for the best quality, ap-
pearance, and freshness. 446 pages$24.95

Now $12.49 — Save 50%

By aDaM DanfoRTh

Butchering Beef

Beef cattle are large animals, 
requiring significant land and ex-
pense. Humane slaughtering and 
efficient butchering will give you 
the best return on the cattle you 
process, and Adam Danforth’s 
comprehensive full-color manual 
guides you through every step. 
Adam will help you: Be well-pre-
pared for slaughtering day; Get 
the cuts you want from each primal; 
Package and freeze your meat to 
preserve quality, appearance, and 

freshness; and much more using detailed, step-by-step full-color 
photography of every stage of the process. 342 pages

SAVE
50%

$19.99
Now $13.99 — Save 30%

By caRol aMunDson

How to Raise Goats

Information about traveling with 
goats, marketing, treating illness, 
and more, including a glossary of 
caprine terms, tables and charts for 
easy reference, and a list of breed 
associations. Illustrated in full color, 
this guidebook is an indispensable 
resource for those who want to raise 
their very own goats. 199 pages

SAVE
30%

Hive ManagementSAVE
50%

$16.95
Now $8.49 — Save 50%

By RichaRD e. Bonney

Here is a guide that offers concise, up-
to-date information on the whole range 
of beekeeping tasks, including: How to 
prevent, control, and capture swarms.; 
What you can tell from an outside in-
spection of your hives.; When and how 
to “take the crop” and harvest honey.; 
How to successfully requeen – from 
handling and marking queens to meth-
ods of.; Introducing one into a hive.; 
The problem signs to look for when you 
open up a hive. 152 pages

ANIMALS

$24.95

By sue weaveR

Homegrown Pork: 
Humane, Healthful Techniques 

for Raising a Pig for Food

Everything you need to know to raise 
your own pig, from selecting a breed 
to feeding, housing, fencing, health 
care, and humane processing. Invite 
all your friends over for a healthy and 
succulent pork dinner! 247 pages.

$18.95

$14.95
Now $11.25 — Save 25%

By c. e. sPaulDing anD Jackie clay

Veterinary Guide for  
Animal Owners

This easy-to-use reference guide provides 
everything you need to know about car-
ing for and treating pets and barnyard 
animals. With complete chapters on cats, 
cows, dogs, goats, horses, pigs, poultry, 
rabbits, and sheep, it includes hundreds of 
strategies for preventing and curing com-
mon problems. How to sex a rabbit; the 
best way to dehorn a buck; preventing 
cannibalism in chickens; treating saddle 

sores; controlling shock; nail care for dogs and cats; giving 
medications … and much more! 432 pages.

SAVE
25%

$19.95
Now $9.95 — Save 50%

By heRRick kiMBall

Anyone Can Build A Tub-Style  
Mechanical Chicken Plucker

A Whizbang plucker will pick the 
feathers off chickens, ducks, turkeys 
and geese in a matter of seconds. 
Just turn the machine on, drop one 
or more scalded birds into the tub 
and watch as rubber fingers flail the 
feathers off). Every component need-
ed to make the machine is thoroughly 
discussed and the construction process 
is carefully detailed, step-by-step. 
There is also a chapter dedicated to 

the subject of alternative construction options. 68 pages

SAVE
50%

By heRRick kiMBall

Anyone Can Build A Whizbang 
Chicken Scalder

Down-home inventor Herrick Kim-
ball tells you how to build your 
own Whizbang Chicken Scalder. 
This is the scalder that Kimball 
spent two years building, testing, 
rebuilding and retesting before 
he felt it was worthy of being 
called a Whizbang. This book 
tells you everything you need 
to know to make the ultimate 
homemade chicken scalder. Your 
Whizbang scalder will faithfully 

and precisely scald thousands of birds for years to come. It 
will make poultry processing so much easier. 68 pages

$23.95 
Now $9.95 — Save 58%

$24.95
Now $18.75 — Save 25%

By gail DaMeRow

The Chicken Health Handbook

A must-have reference for the small 
flock owner. Gail Damerow, leading 
authority on all things chicken, pro-
vides a complete reference to an-
swer the questions and resolve the 
problems of any chicken raiser from 
beginner to professional. This fully 
updated and expanded edition of a 
longtime classic offers expert guid-

ance on nutrition, reproductive issues, and a full range of 
health problems, and much more. 487 pages.

By JaneT gaRMan

50 Do-It-Yourself Projects  
for Keeping Chickens

Buying a chicken coop can be a major 
expense. Follow the steps provided in 
this book to retrofit an existing structure 
into a chicken palace fit for the fanci-
est hens. Brooders, grow out pens, and 
chicken runs can easily be pulled to-
gether and give your feathered family 
a safe place to scratch and peck. If your 
chickens want fun activities, create bore-
dom busters with the directions for a 
chicken swing, dust bath, outdoor roosts, 

front porches, and resting perches. 168 pages

SAVE
58%

SAVE
25%

$19.99
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

By chRisTine heinRichs

How to Raise Chickens

Easy-to-follow advice helps you to: 
Choose breeds and obtain stock; House 
and feed chickens; Manage your flock 
and keep it healthy; Select and cull for 
breeding programs; Incubate eggs 
and care for chicks; Raise chickens in 
the country, suburbs, or city. This book 
provides information on breed types, 
obtaining stock, housing, feeding, flock 
management, breeding programs, in-
cubation and care of chicks, selection 
and culling, showing, health care, and 

the legal aspects of raising chickens. 208 pages.

SAVE
25%

$19.98
Now $9.98 — Save 50%

By anDy lee anD PaTRicia foReMan

Chicken Tractor

This is the book that tells you how to inte-
grate small flocks of poultry in with fam-
ily food production. There is a “back to 
the land” movement happening across the 
world, and it’s happening in backyards and 
on small parcels of land. Chicken tractor 
systems have become so popular that the 
term “chicken tractor” is a household word. 
This is the definitive book that leads the 
way. 312 pages

SAVE
50%

POULTRY

$19.99
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$19.95
Now $9.95 — Save 50%

By JeRoMe D. BelangeR

The Complete Idiot's Guide®  
to Self-Sufficient Living

Self-sufficient living can mean a health-
ier life, a way to protect the earth, or 
a way to save money. This guide helps 
readers find their perfect degree of 
self-reliance in the areas of food, shel-
ter, energy, clothing, and more. For both 
the urban and rural dweller, it covers 
gardening, cooking from scratch, pre-
serving food, raising livestock, keeping 

chickens, generating or supplementing energy, essential tools 
and equipment, foraging for wild foods, hunting, fishing, and 
trapping. 379 pages

SAVE
50%

By Rolfe coBleigh

Handy Farm Devices

Find hundreds of clever ways to transform 
those odds and ends that might seem like 
junk into very useful gadgets and tools, 
from a treadmill that can power a dairy 
separator and churn, to a drinking foun-
tain for chickens. Other devices include a 
rig for moving large trees; a self-feeder 
for bees; a hand garden cultivator; and 
gates that lift over snowdrifts. It’s full of 
useful illustrations and includes a whole 

section of tried-and-true tips. 304 pages

$9.95 
Now $7.49 — Save 25%

$9.95
Now $7.49 — Save 25%

By eD anD caRolyn RoBinson

Have-More Plan

This classic guide to homesteading is 
based on solid, practical techniques 
that remain useful to everyone who 
wants to learn country skills and in-
crease their self-sufficiency. By turns 
philosophical and instructional, Ed 
and Carolyn Robinson share their pio-
neering approach to efficiently grow-
ing vegetables, raising livestock, and 
building farm structures. 70 pages.

For a complete list of books visit:
www.countrysidenetwork.com/shop

$14.95
Now $11.20 — Save 25%

By ana MaRia sPagna

100 Skills for the  
End of the World

From celestial navigation to sharpening 
blades, Ana Maria Spagna outlines 100 
skills you’ll find indispensable for life af-
ter an apocalyptic global catastrophe. 
She covers obvious needs like first aid and 
farming, while also providing suggestions 
on how to build a safe and culturally rich 
community through storytelling and music 
making. Full of quirky illustrations by Brian 
Cronin, this book will provoke surprise, de-

bate, and laughter as it leads you to greater self-reliance and 
joy — whatever the future brings. 224 pages

SAVE
25%

SAVE
25%

SAVE
25%

$24.95
Now $12.49 — Save 50%

By lauRa allen

Water-Wise Home

Are you looking for ways to save wa-
ter—or money? This accessible guide 
by Laura Allen, founder of Greywa-
ter Action, explains how to use wa-
ter smartly and efficiently, increasing 
supply, saving money, reducing wear 
on your septic system, and fulfill-
ing your home and garden needs. 
She describes proven conservation 
techniques, explains how to create a 
water-wise landscape, and provides 

illustrated, step-by-step instructions for setting up a waterless 
composting toilet as well as systems to reuse greywater, harvest 
rainwater, and more. 256 pages.

SAVE
50%

$16.98
Now $9.99 — Save 41%

By sue RoBishaw

Homesteading Adventures

An entertaining and informative account 
of over 20 years of self-sufficient coun-
try living. Includes descriptions of their 
water-pumping windmill, solar food 
dryer, and photovoltaic system. Anyone 
interested in homesteading is sure to en-
joy and benefit from this very readable 
book. 312 pages

HOMESTEADING

SAVE
41%

Feel free to use another sheet of paper, or call 970-392-4419 to place your order today!

Title       Quantity           Price

Order Form

Total books $

Shipping*   $ 
  
  
Subtotal   $

WI Residents
add 5.5% sales tax    $

Total   $

$4 first item, $1 each add'l item
*Call for Priority  & Foreign Rates

Visa        MC         Discover         AmEx

No.:
Expiration:
Phone:

Name:
Address:
City:
State:    Zip:
E-mail:

Mail your order to:
Countryside Bookstore 

P.O. Box 1848,
Carson City, NV 89702

The Veggie Gardener's Answer Book

Expert answers for all of your toughest 
vegetable-growing questions. Designed 
to be used as an in-the-garden refer-
ence, this sturdy little volume is packed 
with helpful information on everything 
from planning a garden and sowing 
seeds to battling pests and harvesting 
organic crops. With clever tricks to cut 
down on weed growth, secrets for maxi-
mizing production in confined growing 

spaces, and fail-safe watering guidelines, you’ll have the 
know-how and inspiration to grow your most abundant veg-
etable garden ever. 431 pages.

By BaRBaRa w. ellis

GROWING

Week-By-Week Vegetable  
Gardener's Handbook

Detailed weekly to-do lists break 
gardening down into simple and 
manageable tasks so that you al-
ways know what needs to be done 
and when to do it, from starting 
seeds and planting strawberries 
to checking for tomato hornworms 
and harvesting carrots. Enjoy a 
bountiful harvest with this orga-
nized and stress-free approach to 

gardening. Spiral Bound. 199 pages.

By Ron kuJawski & JennifeR kuJawski

$14.95 $14.95

Straw Bale Gardens Complete

The most exciting breakthrough in vegetable gardening in a generation! Just a couple of years ago al-
most no one in the gardening world had heard about straw bale gardening. Today, it is the hottest new 
method for veggie growing, with tens of thousands of dedicated followers across the globe. 176 pages

By Joel kaRsTen

$24.99

Countryside bookstore :: homesteading
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Feel free to use another sheet of paper, or call 970-392-4419 to place your order today!

Title       Quantity           Price

Order Form

Total books $

Shipping*   $ 
  
  
Subtotal   $

WI Residents
add 5.5% sales tax    $

Total   $

$4 first item, $1 each add'l item
*Call for Priority  & Foreign Rates

Visa        MC         Discover         AmEx

No.:
Expiration:
Phone:

Name:
Address:
City:
State:    Zip:
E-mail:

Mail your order to:
Countryside Bookstore 

P.O. Box 1848,
Carson City, NV 89702

The Veggie Gardener's Answer Book

Expert answers for all of your toughest 
vegetable-growing questions. Designed 
to be used as an in-the-garden refer-
ence, this sturdy little volume is packed 
with helpful information on everything 
from planning a garden and sowing 
seeds to battling pests and harvesting 
organic crops. With clever tricks to cut 
down on weed growth, secrets for maxi-
mizing production in confined growing 

spaces, and fail-safe watering guidelines, you’ll have the 
know-how and inspiration to grow your most abundant veg-
etable garden ever. 431 pages.

By BaRBaRa w. ellis

GROWING

Week-By-Week Vegetable  
Gardener's Handbook

Detailed weekly to-do lists break 
gardening down into simple and 
manageable tasks so that you al-
ways know what needs to be done 
and when to do it, from starting 
seeds and planting strawberries 
to checking for tomato hornworms 
and harvesting carrots. Enjoy a 
bountiful harvest with this orga-
nized and stress-free approach to 

gardening. Spiral Bound. 199 pages.

By Ron kuJawski & JennifeR kuJawski

$14.95 $14.95

Straw Bale Gardens Complete

The most exciting breakthrough in vegetable gardening in a generation! Just a couple of years ago al-
most no one in the gardening world had heard about straw bale gardening. Today, it is the hottest new 
method for veggie growing, with tens of thousands of dedicated followers across the globe. 176 pages

By Joel kaRsTen

$24.99
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“Imagination is more important than knowledge.” — Albert Einstein

The winner will be chosen randomly from all correct 
submissions returned by June 1, 2019. 

Name: _________________________________________________

C O U N T R Y S I D E  C R O S S W O R D  R E A D E R  C O N T E S T  S P E C I A L  I S S U E  2 0 1 9

ACROSS

1.  These work 
great to produce 
static electricity 
in your tomato 
patch promoting 
a bumper crop.

4.  There is no doubt 
that regular hoof 
________ will 
promote good health 
in your ruminants.

6. Make your empty 
feed bags into tote 
bags and reusable 
________ bags.

7. To make fresh 
_____, you need 
three things: flour, 
water, and salt.

10. Drums and trash 
cans are a popular 
place to keep 
_______ feed.

11. The easiest way to 
make the windows 
in a chicken coop 
is with a ______ 
and panel bit.

13.  This material makes 
a great pig waterer. 
15. Like all animals, 
_________ need a 
dependable source 
of water year round.

18. Cold temperatures 
convert starches 
into ______.

19. _____ poles are 
a great way to 
hang fence wire.

20. Doing this to your 
tomatoes intensifies 
the flavor and 
separates the solids 
from the liquid.

DOWN 

2. An option for storing 
root vegetables 
is a bag of moist 
_______.

3. Goat hooves are 
keratin just like our 
___________.

5.  ______ is a 
great item to use 
for a bee hotel 
because they are 
hollow and come 
in various sizes.

8. A saucer filled with 
water and _______ 
or stones makes 
an excellent water 
station for bees.

9. Holding a cool 
copper _____ 
against a small 
wasp sting can 
help reduce the 
inflammation 
and pain.

12.  Thyme and 
________ are 
excellent home 
remedies for 
allergies. 

14.  As a wasp sting 
home remedy, 
_______ can be 
used as a way 
to neutralize a 
wasp sting.

16. Store your 
geraniums in _____ 
grocery bags 
through the winter.

17. Do not use this 
type of flour 
when making 
homemade pasta.

If you get stuck, just remember all the answers can be found in articles throughout this issue. Have fun!

Win a Countryside Beanie! 
To submit, either:

Print, fill out, and mail to:
Countryside Reader Contest

P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451 

Print, fill out, then take a  
picture and email to:

editor@countrysidemag.com

Be sure to include your contact 
information so we can inform you if 
you won the Countryside beanie.



REINVENTING THE
CHICKEN COOP

14 Original Chicken Coop Designs!

Includes Step-By-Step  
Building Instructions

By Matthew wolpe & Kevin Mcelroy

iamcountryside.com/shop/reinventing-the-chicken-coop
970-392-4419

Backyard chickens meet contemporary 
design! Matthew Wolpe and Kevin McEl-
roy give you 14 complete building plans for 
chicken coops that range from the purely 
functional to the outrageously fabulous. 

One has a water-capturing roof; one is 
a great example of mid-century modern 
architecture; and another has a built-in 
composting system. Some designs are 
suitable for beginning builders, and some 
are challenging enough for experts. 

Complete step-by-step building plans 
are accompanied by full-color photo-
graphs and detailed construction illus-
trations.



HEALTHYHARVESTFEED.COM

HEALTHY HENS THRIVE ON 
HEALTHY HARVEST 
NON-GMO POULTRY FEED




